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Abstract 

ESME is a computer program to calculate the evolution of a distribution of particles in energy and 
azimuth as it is a&d upon by the radiofrequency system of a proton synchrotron. It provides for 
the modeling of multiple rf systems, feedback control, spacecharge, and many of the effects of lon- 
gitudinal coupling impedance. The capabilities of the program are described, and the requirement,s 
for input data are specified in sufficient detail to permit significant calculations by an uninitiated 
user. The program is currently at version 7.1 and extensively modified since the previous user doc- 
umentation. Fundamental enhancements make version 6 data unuseable, but nearly all facilities 
of the earlier version have been retained and input data is similar. Also described is a VAX-based 
code management convention which has been established with a view to maintaining functional 
equivalence in versions used on different computers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The program ESME has been developed to model those aspects of beam behavior in a pro- 
ton synchrotron that are governed by the radiofrequency systems. It follows the evolution of a 
distribution in energy-azimuth coordinates turn-by-turn by iterating a map corresponding to the 
single-particle equations of motion. The map parameters may be updated each turn to reflect the 
action of the beam current on the individual particles through feedback loops, spacecharge, cou- 
pling impedance, etc. The code was initially developed during the years 1981-82 for the design of 
the Tevatron I Antiproton Source’ and documented for general use in 1984.14] The documentation 
corresponds t,o the last major revision of the code developed on the Cyber machines which was 
called ESME, v. rZ. In 1986 provisions were made for longitudinal coupling and spacecharge15] to 
invest,igate t,he usefulness of a yt-jump in the Fermilab Booster.’ This version was adapted from 
t,he Cyber machines to the FPS-164 by Peter Lucas who made in t,he process a number of the 
improvements which entered into what, was designated as v. 6, the version in most cmnrnon use at 
Fermilab. A somewhat reworked VAX version, v. 6.05, was sent to Brookhaven. 

The improvements made through 1987 were more or less incremental changes to the 1981 code. 
However, for several years t,here has been interest in capabilities for simultaneous operation of more 
t,han two independent rf systems, for explicit control over the separation between the accelerator 
reference orbit and the synchronous trajectory, and for input using time units rather t,han beam 
turn number. Because of t,his interest, and because the manner of defining and controlling the 
various rf phase angles has proved confusing to some users, a major revision of the code was start,ed 
in 1987. Although nearly all functions have been retained and data requirements are similar, the 
new code will not work with data prepared for earlier versions. The conceptual basis for the new 
version is discussed at length elsewhere. ilo] This user documentation is being prepared in parallel 
with cleanup and validation tests. Thus, the new version, dubbed v. 7.1, will probably be less 
stable and more subject to bugs than v. 6, at least for the time it takes to accumulate experience 
from a reasonable variety of applications. Nonetheless, the new version is fundamentally improved, 
and there is no intention to maintain both. 

EWE has been used frequently to assess t,he efficiency of a given rf beam manipulation or 
to optimize syst,em parameters. In this mode t,he user needs to specify fully t,echnical details of 
various subsystems and derive various numerical measures of system performance from the particle 
distribution. Thus, many data are required, and the program must include numerical analysis 
features. Equally useful, however, are qualitative calculat,ions designed to illustrate a concept or 

‘Instructive examples of the capabilities of ESME can be found in reports relating to TeV 1. Some of these will 
not be cited directly in the text but are included in the references. See for example refs. [l], 121, and 131. 

‘There are examples of the calculation of collective effects resulting from the Booster studies. Ser refs. [6], 171, 181, 
and [9]. 
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explore the feasibility of a novel approach. For such use the code should require a minimum of 
system-specific data and provide easy access to a variety of graphical output. When a qualitative 
investigation has been fruit,ful it is natural to proceed in steps of greater realism and specificity to 
a thorough modeling of the process. ESME is intended to serve effectively over a wide range of 
problem specificity by separat,ing distinct functions so that each is invoked only as needed and by 
establishing reasonable defaults so that generic systems can be represented by a few data. Thus, a 
few lines of data may serve to get a first look at a system which can be studied in greater detail 
by overriding defaults with specific input and by invoking additional functions like, for example, 
those related to collective behavior or those related to numerical evaluation of the properties of the 
distribut,ion. 

1.1 Coordinate system 

The basic coordinates internal to ESME are the azimuth of the particles and the difference 
of their energy from the synchronous energy at the time the radiofrequency is passing through 
its synchronous phase. The azimuth is measured positive and negative wit.h respect to a location 
where the rf voltage is applied: 

-180’ 5 O;,, 2 180’ , 

where i is the particle index and n is the turn number. The sense of 0 is clockwise positive, but the 
sense of the beam circulation is in the -0 direction, counterclockwise. Typically a well-behaved 
bunch will be centered near 0 = 0 mod 180/h. When there are h equivalent bunches it is generally 
efficient to calculate for a single bunch with periodic boundaries set at 0 = f180°/h. The unit for 
energy is MeV; the unit for azimut,h is radian internally but degree for input and output. The basic 
time unit, of the difference equations is t,he turn number, but. all input specification of parameter 
t,ime dependence is for time in seconds. 

One of t.he more difficult matters in using a general program for a wide range of problems is 
being able to specify the proper phases for all of the rf syst~ems and the desired dependence of them 
on time or bunch centroid position. In Y. 7.1 of ESME, wh ere there may be systems with several 
different harmonic numbers all running at the same time, the phases of all systems are defined as 
their absolut.e phase at the synchronous time, i.e., the time when a particle acted upon by all of the 
rf systems receives the energy matched to the specified energy and/or radial position change for the 
turn. Options are selected to indicate whether phases are to be controlled by an input program, 
to follow l?, to follow a radial offset program, to maintain a system as Landau cavity, etc. Many 
common options have been provided; t,he program struct,ure easily accommodates other schemes 
which one is willing to specify in a FORTRAN subroutine. 

1.2 Difference equations 

The basis of the program is the pair of single particle difference equations 

%,, = t?r 
mod(2s) 

Ei,, = Ei,n-~ t et,‘(rp.,, + h&J - e~(+.,~,“) 

giving the change in the azimuth and energy of particle i during t,he n-th t,urn of the synchronous 
particle. The n-th energy increment comes at the end of the n-th turn. The relat,ion between the 
synchronous beam circulation period r,,, and r+,, that of the i-th particle, is treated exactly. Thus, 
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the kinematic non-linearity is treated exactly; this feature can be very important if the synchronous 
energy is close to the transidion energy. The lattice non-linearity is expressed as t,he dependence of 
yt on the momentum difference Apip between the particle and the synchronous momentum. The rf 
potential is the sum of one or more sinusoidal terms so that the dynamic non-linearity of a simple 
waveform is treat,ed exactly and other forms of potential are treated in a fourier expansion of ten 
or fewer terms.3 The equation used in the program is generalized somewhat to permit multiple 
evenly spaced cavities per turn as an option and to allow the drift between cavities to be subdivided 
for more frequent application of the space charge kicks if the dynamics require it. The program 
ignores a slightly subtle distinction between B+,, the azimuthal variable in the mapping, and the 
periodic spatial variable --?r 5 O;,, _ < x which differs from it by an amount generally of no pract,ical 
importance.4 The conversion from the mapping variable to the true azimuth a;,,, of the particle is 

o;,, = Z&,, , = (I-&)%, 

For most applications to a high energy synchrot,ron the q-term is small compared to one. There 
might be some case for which the distinction between B and 13 is important. There is no difficulty 
in modifying ESME t,o produce O;,,, but the change is not made in the general release because it 
adds to both cpu and memory requirement,s without practical benefit for any anticipated use. 

The treatment starts from the specification of a reference orbit of average radius R., on which 
the mean normal magnetic field <B,> is known. A particle which would follow the reference orbit 
has the reference momentum p. = 2.997925.10’ <BY> Req with p, in MeV/c, Rep in m, and <B,> 
in Tesla. The angular frequency of beam circulation on this orbit is R, = &,c/Req where p0 is the 
Lorentz p. The variation of the guide field away from the reference orbit is completely characterized 
for the purposes of describing longitudinal motion by the momentum dependence of the transition 
energy for fixed guide field. At a minimum one need only specify yt = const., a choice adequate 
in many instances, In many problems it is also correct, to identify the radius of the synchronous 
trajectory R. with the reference radius R,,. However, in applications like stacking or displacement 
acceleration where the synchronous trajectory may be offset radially, or even out of the beampipe 
entirely, it is necessary to take explicit account of the difference between them. ESME calculates 
all motion relative t,o a hypothetical synchronous particle. The synchronous frequency is calculated 
from mornent,um and radius. The momentum compaction aP and magnet,ic field at the synchronous 
radius are determined from the values provided on the reference orbit. 

In the section on parameters for the tracking routine there will be mention of a parameter for 
choosing alternative versions of the difference equations. There are fundamentally two choices, 
one which calculates 4ti as indicated above and one that equates it to the familiar approximation 
-2a7Ap/p. Substantial time can be saved by using the simple difference equation if it is sufficient. 
Significant savings in execution time could be expected if the main tracking loop were renritt,en to 
use only the simple form of the difference equation while eliminating branches to unused portions 
of t,he code. 

‘A little-used option mentioned in ref. [4] to provide a perfectly linear sawtooth waveform has been dropped 
because of seyerc conflict with the mechanism by which the new code finds the synchronous phase. 

‘The difference equations given in this note are not precisely those give in ref. [IO] first, because the sense oi 
particle motion is in the -rP semc here and in the +@ sense in ref. !I01 and, second, because thr equations have been 
modified (slightly) to rigorously ccm~ewe longitudinal phasespace density far all beam energies. A detailed derivation 
of the difference quatians will br given in a separate FN. 
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1.3 Multiparticle calculations 

The particle dist,ribution at each turn is calculated from that on the prior turn by a single turn 
map applied to each particle independently. The program provides three general types of optional 
calculation on the properties of the distribution as a whole. The most common calculations are those 
which serve to quantify the properties of the distribution so that one can plot them as functions of 
time. Examples of such properties are first and second moments, rms emittance, equivalent matched 
emittance, fourier spectrum of beam current, etc. Another type of calculation involves calculating 
feedback contributions to rf system parameters. ESME provides for phase feedback and feedback 
to rf amplit,ude. The third general class of collective calculat~ion is the evaluation of beam induced 
voltages from space charge and longitudinal coupling impedance. The space charge calculation 
is based on a constant geometric factor relating average beam radius and average beampipe size. 
The longitudinal impedance can be characterized by an arbitrary table of real and imaginary part 
vs. frequency and/or a table of resonances defined by resonant frequency, Q, and real part at 
resonance. This last type of calculation was introduced to investigate effect,5 of intensit,y on single 
bunch behavior at transition. Formerly, the harmonic response of a resonat,or was treated in the 
steady-state approximation only. However, since this treatment may not realistically represent the 
driving terms for cert,ain types of collective bunch motion, t,he response of a high-Q resonator may 
now be modeled in the time domain as well (see ref. [lo]). Reference [12] describes the use of this 
facility in modeling the coupled bunch inst,ability. 



Chapter 2 

Program Organization and Data 
Requirements 

Dat,a for E,SME are generally acquired by NAMELIST reads dispersed among subroutines which 
segregat,e different program functions as much as practical. The subroutine reading a particular class 
of data will be called only if there is in the input stream a single-character command requesting 
the related program function. The data relating to different, program functions or accelerator 
subsystems are also st,ored in different FORTRAN COMMON blocks. These blocks are init,ialized 
with values or switches to allow t,he code to proceed on the basis of a few input d&a. The initial 
values, or those read in over them are retained unaltered’ so that a command may be repeated 
ait,hout reentering data that remain apropos. There are default values provided even for some 
quantities which are nearly always problem-specific so that the program may cont,inue execution 
far enough to expose more t,han a single data error in a test run. 

The following subs&ion calls attention to requirements on command ordering arising from 
data dependencies. Next is a subsection listing all of the ESME command characters with a short 
description of their funct,ions. The subsection following the listing of the command codes cont,ains 
in the same ordering the NAMELIST’s associated with t,he commands and a brief description of 
the function of each input datum. 

2.1 Command ordering 

The order in which the commands may appear in the data will generally be logically apparent. 
For example the R command which initiates the input of the basic lattice parameters and energy 
scale usually ail1 appear before any other command. Several commands require this inform&on 
to perform t,heir own functions. The A command which brings in t,he rf parameters is generally 
t,he second command to appear. The command P which establishes the initial phasespace distri- 
bution generally needs to be preceded by both. Th e command B which sets up the machinery for 
longitudinal impedance calculations needs the initial dist,ribution t,o get the initial beam current 
distribution. Although by detailed knowledge of the int,ernal organization of the program or by 
exploiting some specialized facilit,ies it is possible to create correct data sets that do not, observe a 
typical command ordering, it, is generally safer to adhere to the order R, A, P, B of first, appearance 
for these commands. Other commands can usually be ordered arbitrarily. 

‘There are two minor exceptions; see 0 and T commands. 



2.2 Command data 

The principal funct,ions of the program are activated by single-character commands appearing in 
the first position of a data record. Start.ing in the fifth position is an optional character field which 
serves to annotate the dat,aset itself and appears in the program oudput as a useful indication 
of the motivation for each step. The commands init,iate a problem dat,a read and/or an action 
upon available data. If data is requested by a subroutine invoked by a data command, data in 
NAMELIST form will follow in the next data record(s). Exceptions to this general rule can ocrur 
if the command is to call one of t,he optional user-coded subroutines and that subrout,ine uses 
another input technique. Also the tit,le for graphical output which may be read as the result, of an 
0 command follows the SGRAPH namelist input data as a formatted character string data item. 

The data requested or process initiated by a data command is related to a separable subsystem 
of the xc&r&or or a dist,inct phase of the calculation. The course of program execution is governed 
by the order of the command data in the data stream; t,hat is, the program is what is sometimes 
called “data-driven”. Commands are list,ed below in four groups. The first group consist of the 
commands that will appear in virtually every problem data set. They are listed in t,he order in 
which the! are generally used. Interesting calculations may be made using t,hesr commands only. 
The second group contains commands to select output options. Those in the third group invoke 
special calculations, including if desired ones written by the user. The fourth pair is a save/restore 
pair for the entire state of the calculation so that, a long calculation can be prot,ected by check- 
point,ing or a group of calculations sharing a common initial point can proceed from the conditions 
at, that point. Commands with strong order dependence are underlined. In the description of a 
command the first let,ter of a keyword is indicat,ed in bold face to call att,ention to the association 
between the command character and its funct,ion. Perhaps a more mnemonic correspondence could 
be found, but t,here is reason to retain as many of the features of earlier versions as practical. 

List of Data Commands 

& read in the latt,ice (Ring) p arameters, magnetic field ramp, problem energies, etc. according to 
NAMEL,IST /RING/. 

a read in the radiofrequency (Acceleration) paramet.ers according to NAMELIST /RF/. 

p Populate the phasespace with the initial distribut,ion described by parameters read according to 
N.4hlELIST /POPULg/. 

0 Select, graphical Output opt,ions using paramet,ers in NAMEL,IST /GR.I\PH/. 

T Track distribution according to paramet~ers read in NAMELIST /CYCLE/. 

-CJ Quit, the program. 

D Display graphical output 

H Select, quantities to be plott,ed from Hislory records according t,o NAMELIST /HISTRY!. 

M Save azimuthal histograms of distribut,ion for composition of Mountain-range plot. 

N Plot mountain-range dat,a. 



W Write comment into printed output. 

& Set Low-level parameters (to control feedback, y,-jump, etc.) in NAMELIST /LLRF/. 

B Setup space charge calculation; read in Beam parameters in NAMELIST /SCHG/. 

F S&up the fast, Fourier transform of the theta distribution, according to parameters in NAMELIST 
/FFT/. 

O-Q Enter subroutine SHAZAM at SHAZAM, SHAZAMl, SHAZAMZ, . to manipulate any 
quantity in COMMON storage in the psogram. 

S Save tracking and c.ontrol data. 

G Get tracking and control data from a previous run. 

2.2.1 B Command - Lattice Parameters 

The members of NAMELIST /RING/ are stored in COMMON /RINGP/. This read is in 

SUBROUTINE RINGPAR, which also derives quantities like 7, Y,, etc. which depend only on 
lattice parameters. It, is possible to distinguish the reference trajectory, of energy Eo, from t.he 
synchronous trajectory, of energy E., by specifying an offset from the reference trajectory. 

L 
- 

R Command, Namelist /RING/ 

jlDefau1t I 
Variable 

REQ 
GAMhlAT 

ALPHA1 

ALPHA2 

PIPRAD 

~ EBDRY 

pc 

L- 

Value Unit Description 
None m The reference radius for the central orbit. 
None Transition y. 

None ~ Coefficient of 4p/p in series expansion for ap about reference 
orbit. 

None - 

None 

None hleV 

0.0 MeV 

0.0 5 

0.0 5 

0.0 5 

1 - 

1.0 m 

F 

0.0 MeV 

c 

i 
t 1 

i 

Coefficient of (4p/~)~ in series expansion for or, about reference 
orbit. ! ..- 
Coefficient of (4p/~)~ in series expansion for I+, about reference 
orbit. 
Kinetic energy on the central orbit at T = Tl. 

Kinetic energy on the central orbit at T = TF. 

Time corresponding to start of magnetic field change. 

Time corresponding to end of magnetic field change. 

Time at which tracking begins. 

Det,ermines azimuthal Deriodicity, calculadion restricted to 
-180”/FRAC < 29 < 180”FRAC. 

Radius of beam pipe. 

Sets absorbing beam pipe “walls” at REQ -C PIPRAD. 

Specified energy offset of synchronous orbit relative t,o reference 
orbit. 
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R Command, Xamelist /RING/, continued 

Variable 
KURVEB 

GMAJRIP 

KINDG 

Magnetic field ramp from EKOI to EKOF: 

~ 4 - Decreasing parabolic 

1 5 Parabolic, from EKIDOT t,o EKFDOT. 

0.0 hkV/S Slope of parabolic ramp at, TI. 

0.0 ME!V/S Slope of parabolic ramp at TF. 

F Establishes starting point of ramp as point at which program 
finds itself-for smoothly piecing ramp segment,s together. 

F - Set yt-jump on. 

1 Type of 7tva&tion: ’ 

1 - Linear (yt = GAMPAR(1) + GAMPAR(2) * T) 

2 - Decreasing exponential 

0.0 

( 7t = GAMPAR(l) + GAMPAR(3) * (1 e-T~cAh~paR(*)) ). 

Coefficients for 7,variation. 

“T = II corresponding to time at which R command is invoked with GMAJMP = .TRUE 

An example of a “minimum” R command might be: 

1 $RING REO=lOOO., GAMMAT=lS.X, EKOI=150000., FRAC=l59. $END ~ 

in which the lattice is characterized simply by a radius, y,ralue, and a field which corresponds to 
a reference energy of 150 GeV. FRAC 1s useful for restricting the range of consideration of ESME 
to a suitable period of the ring. In this case, since EKOF is not specified, t,he default, EKOF = O.O> 
indicates that the “field” 2 is static. In addition, the “start” time for this run is taken t,o be zero. 

For TSTART < TI the energy of the reference orbit is taken to be EKOI, while for TSTART 2 TF 
the energy of the reference orbit is EKOF. Note that PIPRAD has no effect unless EBDRY = T. 
If the y,-jump opt,ion has been invoked, then 7t is varied until the R command is issued with 
GMAJMP = F. 

2.2.2 il, Command - RF Parameters 

The members of NAMELIST /RF/ are read in SUBROIJTINE RFPROG, and stored in COM- 
MOS /RFP/. Up to 10 independent voltage sources may be specified. 

--k Command, Namelist /RF/ -7 - 
I 

lber of active RF sources. 
H(l:lO\ 1: 1 - I Harmonic numbers of sources. 

‘An explicit consideration of magnetic fields is not a part of the program rather, an averagr guide field is assumed 
to exist. 
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Variable 
HU’(l:lO) 

ISYNC 

- 
-F \ 

1 EXCHRF T - 

t 
VKON 

PSII(l:lO) 

PSIF(l:lO)- 

TPBEG(l:lO) 

TPEND(l:lO) 

KURVP(l:lGj 

c 
PHKON 

FRI(l:lO) 

A( 

Default 
i&e Unit 

>ommand, Namelist /RF/, continued 

1 

0 

0.0 MV 

0.0 M\I 

,o.o s 

0.0 s 

0 

T - 

0 deg 

Description 
Voltage sources will be “active” for ~lEOO/HW 5 6’ 5 lgO’/HW 

Indicates synchronism condition to be imposed on RF: 

0 - None, voltages and phases remain as programmed 

1 - Phase of RF waveform shifted to synchronous, stable point 

2 - Magnitude of RF waveform scaled to give correct synchronol 
energy gain 

3 - Source 2 acts as Landau cavity to source 1; synchronism on1 
assured for sources 1 and 2. 
Flag indicating that sources should be interchanged so thz 
source 1 is always the greatest contributor to the bucket heigh 

Voltage of source I at time TVBEG(1). 

Voltage of source I at time TVEND(1). 

Time corresponding to beginning of RF voltage change. 

Time corresponding to end of RF voltage change. 

Specifies type of RF voltage variation between t,imes TVBE 
and TVEND: 
0 - None, voltage maintained at VI(I) 

1 - Linear 
2 - Isoadiabatic 
3 - Sigmoid 

4 Cubic spline interpolation”. 

Indicates whether programmed voltage curves are to be active 

Phase of source I at time TPBEG(1). 

0 deg Phase of source I at time TPEND(1). 

0.0 s Time corresponding to beginning of RF phase change. 

0.0 s Time corresponding t,o end of RF phase change. 

0 en times TPBEG ar 

~ TPEND: 
~ 0 - None, phase maintained at PSII(1) 

1 - Linear 
2 Quadratic. 

4 - Cubic spline interpolation’. 

F ~ Indicates whether or not phase curves are t,o be active. 

0.0 MHz Frequency of source I at time TFBEG(1). 

0.0 MHZ Frequency of source I at time TFEND(1). 

0.0 s Time corresponding to beginning of frequency change. 

0.0 s Time corresponding to end of frequency change. 7 
“Fit to values read from file. See Section3.2.2 
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A Command, Namelist /RF/, continued 

Default 
Value Unit 

0 
TFEND: Description ~ 
Specifies type of frequency variation between tnnes TFBEG and 

Variable 
KURVF(l:lO) 

FRKON 

CNTINU - 

VMATCHI(l:lO) 

VMATCHF(l:lO; 

HOLDBH 

HDECR 

HOLDBA 

7 SDECR 

1 DELTRF(l:lO) 

F 

F 

F - 

F - 

F 

1.0 

F 

1.0 

.95 

F 

0.0 1 

0 None, frequency maintained at FRI(1). 

1 Linear 
2 Quadratic. 

4 - Cubic polynomial int,erpolationa. 

Indicates whether frequency cwves are to be active. 

Sets the starting voltage, phase and/or frequency for any active 
sources as the current values-for smoothly piecing curve segments 
together. 

For source I, VMATCH(1) = T results in the VI(I) being set so 
that source I is matched to the current distribution emittance. ’ 
Sets VF(I) so that source I is matched to t,he current distribution 
emittance. 
If true, then voltage is to be varied so that bucket height due to 
source 1’ is multiplied by HDECR on successive turns. 

Factor by which bucket height, (for source 1) is to be adjust,ed on 
successive turns if HOLDBH = T. 
If t,rue, then voltage is to be varied so that bucket area due 6 
source 1’ is multiplied by SDXR on successive t,urns. 

Factor by which bucket area (for source 1) is to be adjust,ed on 
successive turns if HOLDBA = T. 
Voltage may not be reduced such that sin$. > PHISLIbl using 
options HOLDBH and HOLDBA. 

Flag indicating that the phase of at, least one source is to be varied 
to correspond to a momentum offset from the synchronous value 
(see DELTRF). 

Momentum offset (Apip) at which source I is to be operated. 

I 
i 

4 

“Codlicients read from file. See Section 3.2.2 
%‘hich means, in this instance, that the P command, or its equivalent, should precede the A command 
‘The algorithms used to maintain the bucket height and area consider only a single source. 

An example of a “minimum” A command might, be: 

$RF H(1)=1113, VI(l)=.lOO, PSII(1)=235.0 SEND 

Here, one voltage is specified by a minimum set of parameters. Note that H(1) is an integer (as 
is HIV(I)). Since RF manipulations are at, the heart of ESME, t,his command can become rather 
lengthy and involved; the example given above is exceptionally brief. Just as in the case of t,he 
magnetic field ramp - specified in the R command at, t,imes prior to the start of a programmed 
variation the relevant quant,ity is maintained at the initial value, while at times after the indicated 
end of a programmed curve, the quantity is maintained at the final value. This makes it easier to 
specify multiple c.urves in unequal time steps. 
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The values of the programmed phase curves are to be distinguished from the phase of a given 
harmonic at the synchronous part,icle, though they may be the same. For example, a user could 
represent, any periodic waveform (in a Fourier expansion of up to 10 terms) simply by specifying 
t,he correct relative phases and amplitudes of the voltages. The waveform could be modified over 
time by specifying the variations of the vokages, phases, and/ or frequencies3. Finally, the user 
could specify that the program search for a “synchronous” point on the resultant waveform using 
ISYNC. Option ISYNC = 1 will result in the program searching for a stable value of the phase, 
stored internally in the program as PHIS, in units of 27r around the ring, and output, as degrees of 
“shift” of the sum voltage waveform. Opt,ion ISYNC = 2 will cause the resultant waveform to be 
scaled to give only the correct magnitude of voltage at the synchronous particle, not necessarily 
at a stable slope, since the phases of the vohage sources at, the synchronous part,icle remain at 
their programmed values. The Landau cavity option, ISYNC = 3, will vary the phases of voltage 
sources 1 and 2, and the magnitude of voltage source 2, so that the first and second derivatives of 
the voltage vanish at the synchronous part,icle. The phases and magnit,udes of ot,her voltages are 
not, altered, though they will be included in t,he iteration of the difference equation if NRF > 2. As 
noted in the table, the options activated by HOLDBH and HOLDBA only apply to source 1. 

2.2.3 p Command - Initial Distribution Parameters 

The members of NAMELIST /POPLS/ are read in SUBROUTINE POPUL8, and stored in 
COMMON /POPLATE/. 

-- 
P Command, Namelist /POPLE/ 

Default 
Value Unit 

1 

Description 
Chooses the type of distribution ‘co be generated: 

l-Rectangular outline, NTH by NE points, limited by THMIN, 
THMAX, REMIN, REMAX 

2-Uniform rectangular grid NTH by NE, limits as in KIND = 1 

3-Random uniform distribution of NPOINT points within rect- 
angular limits as in KIND = 1 

4-Random uniform in 0, limits THMIN, THMAX; Gaussian in 
E, limik at REMIN, REMAX = zt2~, NPOINT points 

55Gaussian in 0, limits at THMIN,THMAX = 120; random uni- 
form in E, limits REMIN, REMAX, NPOINT points 

6-Rectangular grid, regular in 0, Gaussian in E, NTH by NE 
points 

The remaining distribution types, except for 11, are mafched, in 
t,hat the distribution is limited by a contour of SBNCH e\‘s. 

‘I-Bunch outline of NPOINT part,icles 

X-Regular grid of approximately NTH by NE particles 

g-Random uniform bunch of NPOINT particles within contour 

lo-Bi-Gaussian dist,ribut,ion of NPOINT particles, 95% within 
contour ‘1 

‘In cakes in which a frequency and a phase variation arc specified for the same source, the phase variation take 
preccdencc. 
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P Command, Namelist /POPLB/, continued 
I I Default 

Variable Value Unit Description I 

ll-NPOINT uniformly spaced particles on flow lines just, above 1 

7 

+ 

THOFF 0.0 deg 

-EOFF 0.0 MeV 

ii 

THTRAN 0.0 deg 

+ 

t 

i 

t 

I 

and below bucket boundary 

12-Random uniform in E, parabolic in 0 

13-Parabolic distribution of NPOINT particles. 

Lower 0 limit on rectangular distribution. 

Upper 0 limit on rectangular dist,ribution. 

Lower energy limit on rectangular distribution; relative to the 
synchronous energy, ES. 

Upper energy limit on rectangular distribution. 

Number of grid points in 9 direction. 

Number of grid points in E direction. 

Area within matching contour. 

Specifies which RF source t,o be used in mat,ching: 

O-All active (NRF) sources 

I-Source I (1 < 15 NRF). 

I Amount t,o displace distribution generat,ed in current call to 
POPULB in 0 direction. 
Amount to displace currently generared distribution &I E direc- 1 
tion. 
Amount to displace ali particles (generated in this and 
calls to POPULB) in .9 direct,ion. 

Amount to displace all particles in E, direction- 

Kumber of particles generated for all distributions ex%pt 
KIND = 1.2.6.8. in which NTH and NE are used. 

“Partition” distribution &to separateclasses”; each separate use 
of the P command with PARTION = T introduces a new parti- 1 
t,ion. 
Seed for random distributions. 

“Different classes of particles may be plotted with distinct symbols 

If one wanted to populate a bi-Gaussian distribution of 100 particles, with an emittance (95%,) 
mat,ched to RF source 1 of .02 eV-s, then the P command would be: 

I%pOPLB KIND=lo. NPOINT=lOO, IPOP=l, SB- 

For multi-bunch simulations, in which several distributions are needed with the same parameters 
but in different positions, it is sufficient to simply reissue the P command with only the desired 
position offset. For example: 

$POPLE THTRANz45.0, ETRANzO.0 $END ~ 

Since NAMELIST members which do not appear in the input remain unchanged, one may exploit, 
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this property to abbreviat,e the amount of input. In particular, expeditious use of THTRAN and 
ETRAN can make it unnecessary to explicitly declare the position of each group of particles. 

2.2.4 0 Command - Graphical Output Options 

The members of NAMELIST /GRAPH/ are read in SUBROUTINE GRAFSET, and stored 

in COMMON /GRAFIX/. The actual graphical output can be generated either during or after 
processing. The plotting rout,ines written specifically for this version of EShlE use GRAFMAKER 
under DI-30004. The post-processor is described later in Appendix A. Users wishing to process 
ESME data independently or with different graphics routines may find it of some use. 

0 Command, Namelist /GRAPH/ 

t7 

Jariable 
vlPLOT 

IDE\’ 

POSTP 

TITLE 

PLTSW 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
NPJMP 

Default 
r’alue Unit 
1000 t,urn 

1 

F 

F 

T 

T 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

T 

F 

T 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

1 

Description 
Frequency of output; every MPLOT turns. 

Virtual device number for graphical out,put”. 

Write all data in COMMON blocks to unit 18; do not, call plotting 
routine. 
Indicates that line immediately following NAMELIST input is to 
be used as a plot titleb. 

Select plot options: 

Draw phase space plot. 

Plot phase space points (different symbol for each class). 

Interconnect points within each class. 

Draw lines at centroid and zg. 

Draw voltage waveform. 

Set plot boundaries to turning points of contour. 

Suppress capt,ions, axis labels etc... 

Plot 9 histogram. 

Set B histogram limits to turning points of contour. 

Plot E hist.ogram. 

Set E histogram limits to turning points of contour. 

Plot fourier amplitudes. 

Include phases in plot of fourier spectrum. 

Plot space charge energy loss l&r t,urn) us. 8. 

Include distribution histogram on space charge plot. 

Plot high-Q resonator voltage. 

In phase space plot, plot only every NPJMPth point. 

“DI-3000 specific; see 3.1 
bThis is an exception to the maintenance of NAMELIST input; TITLE, ,I set to .FALSE. after every 

execution of the 0 command. 
- 

‘GRAFMAKER and Dl-3000 are trademarks of Precision Visuals, Inc. 
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0 Command, Namelist /GRAPH/, continued -. 

l- I-- Description 

Controls plotting of classes in phase space plot and projections 
(see Section 22.3) 

O-All classes plotted 

IOPT 

IFBMIN 

! IFBMAX 

-1 - 

F 

F - 

0.0” deg 

0.0 deg 
O.O* MeV 

0.0 MeV 

1 

50 

o.od-deg 

0.0 deg 

50 - 

o.oe MeV 

0.0 Me\’ 

1 

of 

0.09 - 

0.0 

o.oh 

0.0 

I 

1 < KLPLOT 5 KLASSESmPlot class KLPLOT only 

Selects voltage source for cont,our plotting: 

< O-None; no contour plotted 

O-All active (NRF) sources 

I-lo-Source IOPT (1 5 IOPT 5 NRF). 

Generate contour of area equal to initial distribution emittance. 

Generate contour containing 95% of the present distribution 
emittance. 
Lower B limit for phase space plot. 

Umer 0 limit for chase smxe ulot. 
I. _ __ 

Lower E limit for phase space plot. 

Umer E limit for ohase smce Dlot. 
II A II 

Determines energy origin for phase space: 

I-EO, the reference energy (often = ES) 

Z-ES, t,he synchronous energy 

3-EBAR, the average particle energy 

4-EREF, the “reference” parWe energyc. 

The number of bins for the 0 histogram. 

Lower limit for 0 histogram. 

Upper limit for 0 histog&. 

The number of bins for the E histogram. 

Lower limit for E histogram. 

Upper limit for E histogram. 

Lower limit, for FFT plot,. 

Upper limit for FFT plot. 
-. 

Lower i? limit for space-charge plot. 

Upper limit for space-charge plot. 

Lower 0 limit for resonator voltage plot. 

Upper limit for resonator vokage plot. 

“THPMIK and THPMAX both 0.0 results in thr phase space being plotted for -IBO’/FRAC 5 0 < 18O’/FRAC. 
‘DEPMIN and DEPMAX both 0.0 results in the phase space being plotted over approximately the entire range of 

particle energies 
“A particle which ESME tracks from the origin (0,ES) as a reference. 
dLimits of 0.0 far both THBMIN and THBMAX result in the plot range being the same as for the phase space plot. 
‘Limits of 0.0 far both EBMIN and EBMAX result in the plot range being the same as for the phase space plot. 
‘IFBMAX = 0 results in the upper limit being the greatest Fourier harmonic computrd. 
‘Limits of 0.0 for both SCBMIN and SCBMAX result in the range for the plot being i180°/FRAC. 
hLimitr of 0.0 for both FLBMIN and RBMAX result in the rang? being 1180’/FRAC. 
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0 Command, Namelist /GRAPH/: continued 

Default 
Variable Value Unit 

DTHCURV 0.0 deg Amount by which contour 

DECURV 0.0 MeV Amount by which contour 

DELCON .Ol Determine RF bucket, to within DELCON*360 degrees of RF 1 
waveform. 

KNTLIM 1~ 500000 1 Number of iterations of difference equation which will be at- 
! tempted to close contour. 

-- 

The options enabled by the 0 command are largely self-explanat,ory; the default PLTSW settings 
result in the output of a phase space plot of the distribution and the bucket due to RF source 1, 
as well as plots of the projections of the distribution along the 6 and E directions. An example of 
an 0 command requ&ing such output every 100 turns might be: 

1 $GRAPH MPLOT=lOO. THPMIN=-10.0. THPMAX=lO.O. 1 

L.- DEPMIN&O, DEPMAX=Z;.O $END 

in which the limits are appropriate ones chosen by the user. In addition to the graphical output 
generated as a result of the 0 command, the distribut,ion moments are computed and output, as 
well as a number of other system parameters. The moments included on the plots are derived from 
t,he particles which are in t,he class(es) being plotted and within the plot limits. The moments 
printed in the standard output are those for the entire distribution. The “default” limits for many 
of the plots serve as flags t,o the plotting routine to choose reasonable limit,s. Note that the phase 
space projection plots’ limits (THBMIN, EBMIN, etc.) are necessary only if they are to be different 

than the phase space plot limits. The parameter DELCON is included to allow the user to either 
determine the separat,rix arbitrarily closely or to save processing time, since in certain situ&ions 
the routine which determines the “bucket” in ESME is required to perform many iterations of 
the difference equations in order to det,ermine t,he separadrix to the specified accuracy. In those 
inst,ances in which the contour-drawing routine is unacceptably slow (or unable) to find a contour, 
it may be useful to set KNTLIM t,o some lower number. 

2.2.5 T Command - Track Distribution 

The members of NAMELIST /CYCLE/ are read in SUBROUTINE CYCPROG and stored in 

coMMoK /CYCLP/. 

i ACCELO 11 1.0 1 Number of beam turns per tracking step (maximum) ‘. 

“TSTOP is set to 0.0 when tracking is completed, or interrupted by an ITRAP option. 
‘TSTOP takes precedence; if TSTOP=O.O, then TTRACK determines duration of tracking. 
‘Tracking will proceed at the nearest integer to ACCELO (not < I), limited by MSTEP. 
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T Command, Namelist /CYCLE/, continued 
--I 

Vari&le 
I’iCAV 

LGRTHM 

TRAP(1:4) 

ETATRP 

PHISTRP 

MGRACE 

HISTRY 

~ MOMNTS 

t BBDRY 

Default 
Value Unit, I 1 

I 

,001 

.95 

0 

F - 

-- F 

F - 

i 

Description 

Number of “RF cavit,ies” in the ring, i.e., the number of iterations 
of the difference equations per turn. 

Select difference equations used in tracking 

l-Complete kinematics, expand ap to maximum order using in- 
put coefficients ALPHAN’. 

Z-Use the simplified difference equation 

#i,n = *&,*-I + 27v$ 

Indicates a condition for which tracking should be interrupted 
before time indicated by TTRACK or TSTOP: 

O-No trap 

l-Trap on minimum bunch width 

Z-Trap on minimum bunch height 

3mTrap for vj = ETATRP (tolerance &l/l, = 1.01) 

4-Trap for 1 sin& = PHISTRP (tolerance h& = 1.005) 

5-Trap for q > 0 (transition crossing). 

lo-19-Call SUBROUTINE SHAZAM, enter at SHAZAM, 
SHAZAMJ, SHAZAM’J, following every iteration of the dif- 
ference equations. 

For ITRAP = 3; tracking stopped when r) = ETATRP. 

For ITRAP = 4; tracking stopped when 1 sinGa! = PHISTRP. 

Allow a “grace period” of MGRACE turns before trapping con- 
ditions are checked. 
Write a history record to unit 9 following every iteration of the 
difference equations.b 

4 

1 

Comput,e the distribut,ion moments following every iteration of 
the difference equations. 

Remove particles tracked outside of region8?~mxF<3 < 
180°/FR.4C. 1 

“See R command 
%ee Section 3.2 

The opt,ions in the T command direct t,he flow of processing in SUBROUTINE CYCPROG, 
which iterates the difference equations for the particles. A typical T command line might be: 

r:----:: $CYCLF TTRACK 001 LGRTHM 3 HISTRY=T, RIOMNTS=T SEND = , 
in which tracking is specified to take place for ,001 seconds of simulated time, with a calculat,ion 
of distribution moments and a write to the history file at every iteration of the difference equa- 
t.ions. Note that either TSTOP or TTRACK may be used to specify the duration of tracking, 
though TSTOP takes precedence. Also, since an interruption in tracking by an ITRAP option 
(for ITRAP < 6) results in TSTOP being set equal to 0.0, the stop time must be respecified in 
a subsequent T command. Any condition which halts or interrupts tracking is checked at most, 
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once per turn, so tracking duration may be as much as one beam circulation period longer than 
specified by TSTOP or TTRACK. Four ITRAP variables are provided to allow for multiple traps 
and/or calls to SH.4Z,AM routines during t,racking. If 10 < ITRAP < 19, then a call is made to 
t,he appropriat,e SHAZAM entry point following every turn (or ACCEL turns, if ACCELO > 1). 
Tracking is not, st,opped. 

2.2.6 Q Command - Quit 

The Q command directs ESME to cease processing. No more commands are read. 

2.2.7 D Command - Display 

The D command directs ESME to generate graphical output at, the point at which the command 
is issued. The form of the output is specified by the most recent, 0 command. The D command is 
useful for generating output at a particular point in a calculat,ion, since t,he 0 command itself only 
provides output every MPLOT turns. 

2.2.8 H Command - History Output 

The members of NAMELIST /HISTRY/ are read in subroutine HISTORY. 

H Command, Namelist /HISTRY/ 

Variable 
IDE\’ 

NPLT(1:2,1:50) 

Default - 
Value Unit 

1 

06 - 

I 
; 

Description 
The virtual device number for outputa. 

“Index” of element in hist,ory records; NPLT(l,I) is independent 
variable, I%PLT(Z,I) is dependent variable. 

Real records: 
I-Time 
Z-PHIS, the “synchronous phase”c 

3%PDOT, dp,/dt 

4&THBAR, the mean value of 6 for the distribution 

5-E,BAR, the average energy of the distribution 

6-THRMS, the nns spread in 0 of the particles 

7-ERMS, the rms energy spread 

&ES, the synchronous energy 

9%EO, the energy on the reference orbit 

lo-ES-E0 
ll-THREF, the azimuth of a particle tracked from (0,ES) 

1%EREF, the energy of a particle tracked from (0,ES) 

“DI-3000 sprcific; see Srction 3.1. 
‘The default value of 0 indicates to SUBROUTINE HISTORY that all of the desired history plots have been generated; 

so only the first set 01 ronrerutiv~ nonz~ro entrim lo array NPLT will generate plots. 
‘See A command description. 
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H Command. Namelist /HISTRY/. continued 

Variable 
Default 

Value Gnit Description 
13-EPSILON, the “emit~tance”” 

14-NUS, the synchrotron frequency 

15mSBCKT, the RF “bucket” area 

16-HBCKT, the RF “bucket” height 

17-ETA, l/r; - l/y2 

18-ACCEL; see T command 

IY-TAU, synchronous revolution period 

ZO-PSIADD, phase feedback; see L command 

ZlGDAMPL, voltage feedback factor; see L command 

22%DELR, synchronous orbit radius reference orbit radius 

23%RFFREQ, frequency of RF source 1 

Integer records: 

31-TURN NUMBER 
3%KOUNT, number of particles 

Array records: 

51.WSPARE(l-10) 

101.llo-EV(l-10) 

111-120-Ps1(1-10) 

121-13OGFREQ(I)-FRI(I), Change in frequency of source I 

201.250-FAMPL(l-50), Fourier amplitudes; see F command 

251.300-FAZE(l-SO), Fourier phases; see F command 

“EPSILON = 106r( ,,c 0: 1 Ef - (CB,E,)i)/N cl’-s 

The output produced by the H command, as implied by the simplicity of the /HISTRY/ 
NAMELIST, is not presently as flexible as the output produced by the 0 command. The user 
simply specifies pairs of values t,o be plott,ed using the indices above in array NPLT, and optionally 
t,hr device number, and the program produces a history plot, for each pair of inputs assembled 
sequentially from the entire history record (i.e., there is no choice of a range for any axis). For 
example; suppose that a simulation has run for 10,000 turns, and the desired output is a record of 
the distribution moments us. time over that period. The H command might appear as: 

$HISTRY NPLT=l 4 15 16 1 7 4 5 $END, >ii>ll>,> 

This command will generate plots of THB.4R; EBAR, THRMS, and ERMS us. t.ime, as well as 
a plot of EBAR PS. THBAR. (The manner in which FORTRAN array indices are cycled is taken 
advantage of here to avoid explicit reference to t,he indices; this is the recommended manner of 
input.) Due IO the fact that t,he frequency of write operat,ions t,o the hist.ory t,ape may be modified 
by the program’, and t,o a culling procedure applied t,o the data points by the plotting routine, for 
simulat,ions of more than several thousand turns not every turn will be included in the plot. 

‘See Appendix A 
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2.2.9 &J Command - Save Mountain Range Data 

The members of NAMELIST /MRANGE/ are read in SUBROUTINE MRINIT, and stored in 

COMMON /MRANGE/. 

I M Command, Namelist /MRANGE/ 

F nefa7,1t. I I 

Variable 
TMBEGIN 

TMEND 

MRMPLOT 1 turn Turn interval at which to record mount~ain range data. 

MRNBIN 50 Number of bins for mountain range histogram. 

MRTHBMIN -lEO”/FRAC Minimum value of 0 for mountain range. 
tt 

1 MRTHBMAX 11 lSO’/FRAC 

deg 
dee i Maximum value of 0 for mountain range. 

The M and N commands are int,ended to provide plots similar to those provided by an oscillo- 
scope displaying successive traces from a longitudinal monitor, each trace being vertically displaced 
from the previous one. The resultant display depicts the time evolut,ion of the azimuthal projection 
of a distribution in a manner which somewhat resembles a “mountain range,” hence the name. 
The M command merely directs the program to save the data, while t,he N command directs the 
program to process the data (saved in a file) and produce mountain range plots. 

2.2.10 N Command - Plot Mountain Range Data 

The members of NAMELIST /MRPLOT/ are read in SUBROUTINE MRPLT, and stored in 

COMMON /MRANGE/. 

z 
N Command, Namelist /MRPLOT/ 

Default ~ 
1 

Variable Description 

MRTHPMIN 1~ 0.0” deg Minumum 0 value for mountain range plot 

MRTHPMAX ~ 0.0 deg 
NTRACE 100 - 

NSKIP ~ 0 

~ TOPTOB 0.7 - The fraction of the vertical range OWI which NTRACE traces1 
are to be plotted (approximate if TBASE=T). I 

SCALE 0.3 The height of the first trace, in units in which the entire vertical i 
range of the plot is 1.0. 

MSTAFT ob Turn number at which to start plots. 
_-- 

MSTOP ~ 0 -- Turn number at, which to stop plots. 
.-~ -i 

“Defaults al 0.0 for MRTHPMIN and MRTHPMAX imply that data is to be plotted OWI its entire range. 
‘The defaults of 0 for MSTART and MSTOP, or 0.0 for TMSTART and TMSTOP, imply that all mountain range 

rrcords are to be plotted 
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Ii Command, Namelist /MRPLOT/, continued 

I Default 1 
Variable : Value Unit ; 

TMSTART 0.0 s 

TMSTOP 0.0 s 

I Time at which to start plot)sescrip~ 

~ Time at which to stop plot,s. 

TBASE F 

j 

Switch causing plot trace separation to be proportional to t,ime. 

IDE\’ 1 Output device. 

LIM F Switch which causes dotted lines to be plotted connecting con- 
secutive traces’ leftmost, and rightmost non-zero points. 

SMOOTH F Switch which causes a smoothing algorithm to be applied to the 
data for plotting. 

A typical pair of M and N commands producing mountain range plots might be 

1 $MRANGE TMBEGIN=O.O, TMEND=l.O, MEfPLOT=lO $ENDl 

in which mountain range records are recorded every 10 turns of tracking from 0.0 to 1.0 seconds, 
and 

/ $MRPLOT SMOOTH=T SEND ( 

which directs that all of the data accumulated thus far be plodted in mountain range format with 
smoothing. The default for TBASE (F) results in a fixed vertical separat,ion between consecutive 

traces. The TBASE opt,ion causes the vert,ical separation between consecutive traces to be propor- 
tional to the time separating their records, which better simulates the mountain ranges normally 
depicted on an oscilloscope6. The values for TOPTOB and/ or SCALE may have to be adjusted to 

achieve a satisfactory effect. 

2.2.11 W Command - Write Comment 

The W command simply dirert,s the program to echo the characters following K’ (on the same 
line and aft.er four spaces) to t,he standard output. It is intended t,o provide the user with the 
abi1it.y to insert comments into an input dataset,. 

2.2.12 L Command - Low Level Feedback Parameters 

The members of NAMELIST /LLRF/ are read in subrout,ine LOWLVL and stored in COMMON 
/FEEDS/. 

----- 
L &mm&d, Namelist /LLRF/ 

Default 
Variable Value Unit Description 

PHFBON ~ F - Activates phase feedback. 

VFBON 1 F Activates voltwe feedback. 

‘In relativistic situations, no difference will be discerned between the plots generated with TBASE either T or F. 
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Variable 
NTUAVG 

Namelist /LLRF/, continued L Command, Namelist /LLRF/, continued 

Default j 
Value Unit 1 Description Description 

1 1 The number of past turns to average in computing the feedback; 
the default NTUAVG = 1 represents infinite-bandmidt.h feed- 
back. 

NTURES 1 - The number of turns for the feedback t,o respond; the present, 
signal is compared to the signal of NTURES turns ago. 

IFTB 0 The form of phase feedback: 

O-Critical damping 

l-Fixed. 

FBF.4CT i 1.0 The nain applied to the phase feedback. 

USEWT ; F function” 1%’ to phase signal over NTUAVG 

I 
W(l:NTUAVG) 1 0.0 “Weight function” multiplying phase signal. 

DLIMIT 1 5.7296 deg The upper limit on the magnitude of the phase feedback on a 
/ given turn. 

VFBFCTR I -i.o - The gain applied to t,he voltage feedback. 

VLIMIT I .l MV The limit on the voltage feedback applied on a given turn. 

ETAJMP I 0.0 - j The value of 1)” at, which to “flip” the phase of the RF. 

5j = 11-f: - l/y’ 
The phase feedback, intended primarily to damp dipole bunch oscillations, is comput,ed accord- 

ing t,o the following formula for ITFB = 0: 

where R is the current t,urn number, and v. is the synchrotron frequency. For ITFB = 1, v. is 
replaced by 4.0X10m3. A simple invocation of phase feedback would appear as 

L$LLRF PHFBON=T SEND ~ 

The defaults imply critical damping. 
The voltage feedback, intended to damp quadrupole bunch oscillat~ions, operat,es according to 

r;=(lt 
Z*VFBFCTRC~~~(< E* >n-j ~ < E* >n-j-1) 

lOOv.& 
__.---.- ) * I;, 

where k is the turn index when feedback starts (i.e., the turn number when the L command is 
issued with VFBOK = T), R is the current turn number, E is the energy, 1’ is the voltage before 
feedback, 1” is the voltage after feedback, and Hk is the height of the bucket on the k th t,urn. The 
factor of 100 in the denominat,or is somewhat arbitrary, so the user may have to adjust, VFBFCTR 
to obt,ain satisfactory results. 

2.2.13 B Command - Space Charge 

The members of NAMELIST /SCHG/ are read at entry BEAMSC in subroutine FOURFIT 
and stored in COMMON /SPCHG/. 
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B Command, Namelist /SCHG/ ---j 

n Default I --7 
Variable / Value Unit Descript,ion 

SCON 1; F i Activate space charge calculation. ---------4 

A : 2.E-3 m 1 Effective beam “radius”. 
B I 5.E-2 m ~ Effective beam pipe “radius”. 

ENQ 2.E $ 10 1 Number of protons to be represented by the distribution. 

h-2 0 - 1 Number of impedance values to be read from a file. a 

NR I 0 Number of resonance values to be read from a file. b 

QREZON I F Activate high-Q resonance voltage calculation. 

MSC 1 1 Collective effects are to be calculated MSC times between rf 

1 cavities’. 

NNF d 0 - Number of fourier harmonics to be stored in history.- 

! NF(l:NNF) 1, 0 ~ Harmonic numbers of fourier spectrum components to be stored. 
I MAXFFTB ~ 1024 - 1 Maximum number of b& to be used in Fourier transform. 

MFFT 11 1 - I Frequency of Fourier transform calc”lat,ion. 

*Cubic polynotial coefficient table read from FORTRAN logical unit 11; see Section 3.2.3 for format specification. 
%ksonanre parameters read from FORTRAN logical unit unit 1’2; see Section 3.2.4 for format specification. 
‘The number of such calculations per turn will be MSC*NCAV. 
dFor instruction in the we of NF(l:NiXF), see the description following the F command. 

The B command cont,rols facilities in ESME for modeling the interactions of the beam particles 
with each other through both t,he direct particle-part,icle force and t,hrough wakefields excited as 
a consequence of the interaction of the beam with its environment (vacuum chamber, rf cavities, 
etc...). The routines activated by SCON calculate these effects using an equivalent impedance. 
This may be adequate for many problems. However, implicit, in t,his approach is t,he assumption of 
a st,eadg-st,ate solut,ion for the response of the resonator 1’61. This is reflect,ed in the absence of any 
frequencies other than harmonics of the revolution frequency in this calcuhuion, which utilizes the 
Fourier t,ransform. 

Transient effects are taken into account, using t,he rout,ines act,ivated by QREZON. In cases 
where the space-charge force is to be calculated and resonant, sources are present, QREZON will 
take precedence over SCON in the calculation of the voltage due to t,he resonator. Implicit in 
the code is the assumption that the distribut,ion being tracked is periodic, and that the resonator 
voltage is applied in time st.eps equal to the time duration of the entire distribution. The simplest 
way to satisfy bot,h of these const,raints is to track a distribution which spans 360 degrees of azimuth 
(i.e., the entire ring), and calculate the resonat,or voltage once per turn. It, may be satisfactory in 
other cases to track a distribution spanning & of 360 degrees and calculating the voltage at 
FRAC equispaced int~ervals around the ring (i.e., MSC rl NCAV = FRAC). 

A space charge command which utilizes ESME ‘s capabilities t,o model the self-force, resistive 
wall impedance, and certain parasitic high-Q resonances might be: 

r$SCHG SCON=T, A=.Ol, B=.03, ENQ=2.4ElO, ~ 
NR=6, NZ=29, MAXFFTB=512 $END ’ 

IMPEDANCE.DAT 
RESONANCE.DAT .J 

in which the cubic polynomial coefficients for the wall impedance are read from file impedancedat~, 
specified after the namelist, while the resonance values are obtained from the file resonancedat. 
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The impedance file read is performed only if K’Z # 0, while the resonance file read is performed only 

if iYR # 0. No files need be specified if the values are 0. Note that the number of protons specified 
is for l/FRAC of the machine circumference. The number of bins used in the FFT will be t,he 
minimum of MAXFFTB and an upper limit determined by the cutoff frequency of the beampipe. 

2.2.14 F Command - Fourier Transform 

The members of NAMELIST /FFT/ are read in subroutine FOURFIT and stored in COMMON 
/FOURIR/. 

F Command, Namelist /FFT/ 

II Default I -/ 

Variable i Value Unit Description 

NBINFFT 256 Number of bins to be used in FFT. 

FFTON F Activate Fourier t,ransform calculation. 

NNF 0 Number of fourier harmonics to be stored in history. 

NF(l:NNF) 0 Harmonic numbers of fourier spectrum components to be stored. 

MFFT : 1 Frequency of Fourier transform calculation. 

FFTOUT F If TRUE, Fourier transform is printed. 

Many of the variables in NAMELIST /FFT/ are shared by NAMELIST /SCHG/, due to the 
fact that the Fourier transform is ut,ilized in much of the space-charge calculation. The F command 
alone is intended to allow the user to examine the Fourier transform of the distribution, and to 
follow the development of selected harmonics of t,he distribution. If, for example, a user had set up 
a distribution encompassing 1/7t,h (FRAC = 7) of the machine circumference, and want,ed to track 
the turn-by-turn development of the first five odd Fourier harmonics of the distribution, then the 
appropriate F command would be: 

r --=,/- $FFT FFTON T hBINFFT=32, NNF=5, NF=1,3,5,7,9 5EKD 1 ~... 

If at some point the user should wish to plot the record for the amplitude of the third harmonic, then 
the hist,ory command should be issued to retrieve FAMPL(2)‘. The h armonics of the distribution 

should be mult.iplied by the periodicity in determining harmonics of the revolut,ion frequency. If, 
for example, FRAC = 7, t,he fifth harmonic of the distribution corresponds to harmonic thirty-five 
for the entire circumference. 

2.2.15 0-8 Commands - Call User-Written SHAZAM Routines 

The SHAZAM facility is intended to allow users t,o integrate their own routines into the code. 
All COMMON blocks in ESME are made available to SHAZAM. A s indicated in sect,ion 22.5, 

SHAZAM entry points may be called following every iteration of the difference equations using the 
TRAP option provided through NAMELIST /CYCLP/. I n addition, SHAZ,AM routines map be 
called explicitly using commands O-9, just as with other commands. Of course, any subsequent 
input, is up to the author of the code following the appropriate SHAZAM entry point. It may be 
NAMELIST-directed, as ESME largely is, or there may be no input at all. The user is cautioned: 
however, to ensure that any subsequent input data in the “command” file for ESME is read, as 

‘See Section 2.2.8, History command. 
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ESME will read the line in that file where it finds itself after returning from any SHAZAM routine 
and attempt to interpret it as a command. 

2.2.16 3 Command - Save Tracking Parameters 

The S command directs subroutine SAVE to write all data in COMMON blocks to an external 
file. It, allows the user to suspend tracking at, any point in the program. Once all the tracking data 
is SAVE’d, it may be restored simply by issuing the G command (see next section). Subroutine 
SAVE is also useful for those who might want to analyze ESME tracking data independently of the 
program’. The format of t,he S command is as follows: 

/ ~ILENAME.EXT ~ 

where FILENAME.EXT is the name of the external file to which the data is to be written. 

2.2.17 G Command - Get Tracking Parameters 

The G command directs subroutine GET to read data from an external file into ESME’s common 
block data. It is intended to be used t,o retrieve data written using the S command. The G command 
format is very similar to that for the S command: 

-1 

where FILENAME.EXT is the name of the ext~ernal file to from which the data is to be read. 

‘SW, far example, Appendix A. 
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Chapter 3 

Using The Program 

3.1 Running the Program 

As configured, ESME may be run from a terminal or in batch mode’. Basically, the process 
of running ESME consists of associating file names with FORTRAN logical units and then issuing 
the proper directive to execute the program. FORTRAN logical unit 5 is expected t,o supply t,he 
input. An appropriate DI-3000 device driver’ must be specified in order to use t,he graphical output 
routines available for ESME at Fermilah. By default, ESME chooses t,he device driver3 associakd 
wit,h node 1 to direct output, though others may be explicitly specified4. In addition, graphical 
ourput may be written t,o a Metafile, and that Metafile may be used in conjunction with a translator 
to view t,he output on various devices. 

The following DCL commands might typically be used in running the program: 

$ ASSIGN TESTCASE.DAT FOR005 
% ASSIGN ESMEPOSTP.DAT FOR018 
$ ilSSIGN ESMEHIST.DAT FOR009 
5 SETDRV QMP 
S RUN ESME 

They specify that ESME’s input (t,he commands) will be read from file TESTCASE.DAT, t,hat 
any post-processor out,put5 will be written to file ESMEPOSTP.DAT, while history records will be 
writ,ten to the file ESMEHIST.DAT. In addit,ion, the device driver QMP is assigned to node 1. Of 
course, it is possible to run ESME interactively, in which case the commands and namelists would 
be issued by the user directly. However, t,he batch mode of running the program is probably the 
preferred one. A user might decide to associate input, from his terminal with so& FORTRAN unit 
addressed t,hrough a SHAZAM routine, in which case the program can be run interactively through 
that channel. 

Once a run is completed, ESME may have produced a number of files. If a printer driver were 
used for graphical out,put, then a graphics file will be generated which may be printed. If IDEV6 
is set to 0, then a Met~afilr is produced, which may be used in conjunction with a translator to 

‘Some of the material that follows is specific to the graphics routines described in this document, and may not be 
applicable to every user. 

‘Dl-3000 is a trademark of Precision Visuals, Inc. 
‘SETDRV command at Fermilab. 
‘See IDEV in chart in Section 2.2.4, Graphical Output. 
‘See Appendix A. 
6See Section 2.2.4, Graphical Output. 
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generate output on physical devices. Finally, if the post-processor option’ is in effect, then ESME 
writes its data to the file associated with FORTRAN logical unit 18 (every MPLOT turns, or upon 
issuance of the D command). History records are written the fde associat,ed with unit logical unit 
9. These files may be processed lat,er according to methods of the user’s own choosing. A simple 
post-processor “shell” has been written which processes these files using routines from EWE. It is 
described in Appendix A. 

For most applications, command procedures have been prepared which automate the process of 
running the program and obtaining output in a VAX-based environment. A command procedure 
(USESME.COM) has been prepared which defines a number of logicals and symbols which make 
it possible to use ESME’s programs and procedures without explicit knowledge of where they are 
located. On node ALMOND at Fermilab, for example, this command procedure can be invoked by 
entering 

Now t,he user has merely to prepare an input data file, and t,hen enter the command: 

RESMEVAX 

to run t,he current generic version of ESME on the local VAX. The command procedure accomplishes 
its task by 

1. Asking the user for an input data file. 

2. Creating a subdirectory into which all of ESME’s output, will go. 

3. Copying t,he command input file and any other specified files into this subdirectory. 

4. Asking the user whether graphical output is to be printed and where. 

5. Submitting the job to a bat,ch queue. 

Procedures have also been written which automate the process ofrunning ESME on ot,her computers 
wit,h t,he VAX serving as a front-end and post-processor. See Appendix B for a descript~ion of their 
use. 

3.2 Input Structure 

In dhis section the format required of various input files is described. First and foremost is 
FORTRAN logical unit 5, which is the main input file for ESME (and often t,he only input file). In 
addition, ESME may read tables of values for the RF voltage, frequency, or phase as functions of 
time, and the wall impedance as a function of frequency. Finally, ESME may read a file cont,aining 
t,he parameters for various high-Q resonances. 

3.2.1 The Command File 

The commands which ESME accepts have already been described in Chapter Two. Each 
command is indicated by a single character in the first column of a line. The following four places 
in rhe line are discarded, and the rest of the line is read’ and echoed in the output along with the 
command as a comment. Following many of the commands is a namelist, read. The namelist input 
is specified by entering a dollar sign in the second column of the input file, followed immediately 

'POSTP=T in the 0 command. 
'FORTRAN format (A1,4X,A74). 
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by the namelist~ identifier, after which any variable which is a member of the namelist may be 
enkred by specifying its name followed by an equal sign followed by the value to be assigned. The 
assignment of logical variables will depend on the particular machine (e.g. .TRUE. or T). The 
namelist is terminated by a $END. All of the command examples given previously are valid VAX 
namelist entries. 

3.2.2 The Voltage Table 

In certain circumstances in which the time development of the RF voltage is rather involved, 
it may be advisable to provide EShlE with a table describing the time-dependence of the voltage, 
from which the values of the voltage at a particular time can be interpolated. Such a table is read 
from the file specified on the line immediakly following the /RF/ namelist if any of the NRF rf 
variations (voltage, frequency or phase) is declared t,o be of type 49. The file is opened, assigned to 
FORTRAN “nit 10, and read unt,il a line specifying “Source i” is read, where i corresponds to the 
index of the source for which the tables are specified. The format of the input file will appear as: 

Source i 
Voltage 

% 
t’l>4 
i i 

b,% 

Frequency 

ni 
t;,f; 
t;, fj 

Phase 

ni 
t;>#J; 
t’;,4$ 

Source j 
Voltage 

% 
t:>v: 

The order of sources (for more than one source) is arbitrary, however the input must be ordered 
so that 11 > tf. The entry n; following the “Source i” line indicates how many sets (i.e., lines) 
of values are to follow. It is not necessary to specify all three dables for a given source. It is also 
not necessary to specify voltage, frequency and phase tables in one place under a single “Source” 
heading. It is necessary, however, that if t,hey are specified in one place, that they are ordered in 
the sequence: voltage, frequency, phase, Only one rf table file may be read in a given run of t,he 
program: and the entire file is read and its entries st,ored at one t,ime. Therefore, even tables which 
are not to be used until later in the run must be provided at, t,he time the file is read. 

The table entries then d&ermine the voltage, if an rf curve type of “4” is specified, “sing cubic 
spline interpolat,ion between the provided values, and the supplied end points. For example, at 

‘See Section 22.2. the A Command. 
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time t, the voltage o for source i will be compukd according to 

for t < TVBEG(I): 

21 = vi 

for T\‘BEG(I) < t 5 TVEND(1) : 

th = maxt;3t;<t l<j<n; 

2) = vi + (vf ~ vi) * spline 

for t > TVEND(1) : 

21 = vf 

where vf and vi are the specified voltages for source i at times TVBEG(1) and TVEND(I), and 
spline is the value interpolated from the table read for voltage source i. Note that the values 
supplied in the t,able(s) are not voltages, frequencies, or phases, but rather the fraction of those 
quantities between the specified initial and final points. Thus, in general, the table will run from 

0.0 to 1.0. Note also that, the interpolation procedure will only be carried out for TVBEG(1) 5 t 5 
TVEND(1); t,his is consist,ent, with the convention for all methods of varying the voltage. 

3.2.3 The Impedance Table 

The space-charge option in ESME 11 a ows the user to enter a cubic polynomial coefficient table 
for the wall impedance. This file, if required”‘, must be listed on the line immediately following the 
space charge command namelist input. The file will be opened, assigned to FORTRAN unit 11, and 
NZ values of frequency (in MHz) will be read, each accompanied by eight polynomial coefficients. 

The format of the input is as follows: 

f’ 
x:,x:, 44 
Y:>Y:>Y;>Y: 

fZ 
z:, z;, 

The first value on the top line is the frequency in MHz. The four values following on the next 
line are the coefficients for the real part of t,he impedance. The four values on the t,hird line are 
the coefficients for the imaginary part, of the impedance. The FORTRAN format for each line 
is list,-directed, so it is sufficient to simply list the values separated by commas or spaces in the 
file. The entries should be made in order of increasing frequency (f’ < fZ < < fNZ). The 
coefficients are used to compute t,he value of the impedance at a given frequency f, according to: 

iff’<f<f”Z: 

f” = maxf”3f>> 1 < i < NZ 

Af = f-f” 

Z, + iZ; = z; + Afzy + Af’zy A Af3zT A i(y; + A fyy + A f2yy + Af3yy) 
if f < f’ : 

Z, + iZ; = cc: t iy: 

“For NZ > 0, see Section 22.13. 
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Z,t iZ; = zNZl +iyNZ1 

3.2.4 The Resonance Table 

High-Q resonances may also be included in the impedance. The resonance values are read from 
the file whose name is specified following the /SCHG/ namelist’l, and the name of the impedance 
file, if any. This file is assigned to input unit 12. Each of the NR entries in the resonance file 
occupies a single line in the input file. The formats for each line is list directed, where the values to 
be read in are: 

frequency(MHz), magnitude(R), multiplier, Q 

where the multiplier value simply multiplies the impedance which is calculated from the frequency, 
magnitude and Q values for the resonance. 

“For NR > 0, see Section 2.2.13. 
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Chapter 4 

Programming 

In this chapter some of the basic structure of the program is presented, and the use of certain 
VAX-based facilities in the development of the code is discussed. Though somewhat specialized, it 
is felt that the utility of these features to those who might be willing and able bo use them is of 
great enough importance t,o warrant some description here. This chapter is primarily of int,erest 
t,o programmers. There~ is no need to make use of the material in this section in order to use 
the program. Furthermore, this section alone is not likely to make the reader an ESME expert. 
It is merely the hope of t,he aut,hors that the material present,ed here will ease the process of 
incorporating changes and additions to t,he code. 

4.1 Program Basics 

The first part of this section describes the overall structure of ESME. The second section details 
the main tracking loop. The t,hird section lists the important variables in ESME, which are held 
in COMMON and thus available in SHAZAM. 

4.1.1 Program Structure 
The basic pattern of ESME is a main program which calls subroutines selected by single letter 

commands in t,he input stream. The called routine reads in any needed parameters; it., and any 
dependent, subroutines, carry out calculations for a distinct phase of the calculation or for a distinct 
accelerat,or subsystem. The program is integrated by putting particle coordinates and system vari- 
ables into named commons each of which contain a group of closely related quantities. Higher level 
subroutines communicate through common. Certain lower level routines and some utilit,y rout,ines 
shared among different functional areas pass data through calling list,s. Nearly all system and co- 
ordinate variables are stored in common blocks; only loop counters and a few intermediate results 
are local variables. Thus, t,he program is divided into numerous functional modules but important 
variables are global. The large number of parameters often required to specify a distribution and 
the rf systems which act upon it encourage this structure, as well as making it. easier t,o incorporat,e 
changes into the code. A schematic tree diagram indicat,ing the program flow follows. 

ESME-+-RAND 
I 
t-RINGPAR-+-GAMMAS-+-MOMENTS 
I I I 
I I +-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 
I I I 
I I +-BETMB 
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I I 

I t-BFUN 
I I 
I +-(DBFUN>TIMES) 
I 
t-RFPROG-t-GCD 

I I 

I +-MATCH-+-MOMENTS 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 
I +-SPLIBE 

I I 

I +-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I I-VOLTS--TABLOUT 
I I 

I t-FREQNC--TABLOUT 
I I 

I I-PHASES--TABLOUT 
I I 

I +-SYNCH-t-RFV 
I I 
I t-ROOTF--NRBIS 
I 
t-CYCPBOG-+-TRAP-+-SHAZAM 
I I I 

I I t-SHAZAMI 

I I I 

I I +-SHAZARZ 
I I I 

I I +-SEAZAM3 
I I I 

I I +-SHAZAM4 
I I I 

I I +-SBAZAMS 
I I I 

I I I-SHAZAMB 
I I I 

I I t-SAAZAMT 
I I I 

I I +-SHAZAMB 
I I I 

I I +-SHAZAMB 
I I 

I +-MOMENTS 

I I 

I +-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 

I I 

I +-EXCA 
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I 
t-VOLTS--TABLOUT 
I 
+-FREQNC--TABLOUT 

I-PBASES--TABLOUT 
I 
I-EVHBFIX--1NTPGAM 

t-EVSBFIX--1NTPGAM 

I-BEEDDT-+-GAMMAS-+-MOMENTS 
I I I 
I I +-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I t-BFUN 
I I 

I t-(DBFUN>TIMES) 
I 
+-SYNCH-+-RFV 

I I 

I +-ROOTF--NRBIS 
I 
I-PHFEED-+-MOMENTS 

I I 

I +-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I 

I +-BETMB 
I 
I-VFEED-t-MOMENTS 
I I 

I t-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 

I +-BETMB 

+-SLIPPH--TABLOUT 

t-DELESC-I-FDOR-+-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTIl 
I I I 

I I +-RFFTF--RFFTFI--CFFTF 
I I I 

I I +-FAMPOUT 
I I 

I I-ZTABOUT 

+-HIQRES 
I 

+-GAMMAS-+-MOMENTS 

I I 

I +-LINBKT-+-ALFNB 
I I 

I +-BETMB 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
t-LOST 
I 
t-LOST2 
I 
t-FOUR-t-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTII 
I I 

I t-RFFTF--RFFTFI--CFFTF 
I I 

I t-FANPOUT 
I 
+-DISPLAY-+-MOMENTS 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
+-BUCKIT-t-ROOTF--NRIS 
I I 

I +-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALF"B 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I I-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I 

I t-BETMB 
I 
t-REFCONT-+-BUCKIT-+-ROOTF--NRBIS 
I I I 
I I +-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I I 

I I I t-BETMB 
I I I 

I I I-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I +-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I +-OUTSIDE--BUBBLES 
I 
I-PBPLT-t-DOAXIS 
I I 

I +-DRAWTRB-DRAWINIT 
I I 

I +-THLABL 
I I 

I t-ALABL 
I I 

I I-RMOMENTS 
I I 
I +-PHIST 
I I 

I +-DRAWEB--DRAWINIT 
I I 

I +-ELABL 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I +-MRSAVE 

I I 

I +-FOUR-+-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTIl 
I I I 

I I +-RFFTF--RFFTFI--CFFTF 
I I I 

I I t-FAMPOUT 

I I 

I +-DRAWINIT 
I I 
I +-ADDSCAL 
I I 

I +-PLINE 
I I 

I +-DELESC-+-FOW-t-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTIi 
I I I I 

I I I t-RFFTF--RFFTFI--CFFTF 
I I I I 

I I I +-FAMPOUT 
I I I 

I I +-ZTABOUT 
I I 

I +-Fl1qREs 
I I 

I t-PRNTOUT 

I 
+-SAVE 

I 

+-PRNTOUT 

+-POPULG-I-RTANGL-+-RAND 
I I I 

I I +-INVFRF 
I I 

I I-BNCH-+-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 
I I I I 

I I I +-BETMB 
I I I 

I I +-BUCKIT-I-RDOTF--NRBIS 
I I I I 

I I I t-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I 1 I I I 

I I I I +-BETMB 

I I I I 
I I I t-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I I 

I 
+-BETMB 

I I 

I I-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I 

I t-BETMB 
I 
+-OUTLB 
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I I 

I t-FILLBU--BUBBLES 
I I 

I I-FILLBR--RAND 
I I 
I t-FILLBC--RAND 
I I 

I t-FILLBP--RAND 
I I 

I +-SEPTRIX-+-LINBKT-+-ALFNB 
I I I I 

I I I +-BETNB 
I I I 

I I t-BUCKIT-t-ROOTF--NRBIS 
I I I 

I I +-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I I 
I I I +-BETMB 
I I I 

I I +-LINBXT-+-ALFNB 
I I I 
I I t-BETNB 
I I 

I t-FILLFIX 
I I 

I +-MOMENTS 
I 

+-GET 
I 

+-SAVE 
I 
I-GRAFSET 
I 

+-SHAZAM 

I 
I-SHAZANI 

I 

+-SHAZAMZ 
I 
I-SHAZAM3 
I 
I-SHAZAM4 
I 
+-SBAZAMfi 
I 
I-SHAZAMG 
I 
+-SHAZAM7 
I 
t-SHAZAMB 
I 
t-SHAZAMQ 

I 
+-DISPLAY-+-MOMENTS 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I-BUCKIT-t-ROOTF--MIS 
I I 

I +-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I +-LINBKT-t-ALFMB 
I I 
I +-BETNB 
I 
+-REFCONT-t-BUCKIT-t-ROOTF--NRBIS 
I I I 

I I t-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I I 

I I I t-BETMB 
I I I 

I I t-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I I 

I I +-BETMB 
I I 

I t-CONTOUR--LINBKT-+-ALFMB 

I I I 

I I t-BETMB 

I I 
I +-OUTSIDE--BUBBLES 
I 
+-PEPLT-+-DOAXIS 
I I 

I +-DRAWTEH--DRAWINIT 

I I 

I +-THLABL 
I I 
I +-BLABL 
I I 

I t-RMOMENTS 
I I 

I +-PHIST 
I I 

I +-DRAWEH--DRAUINIT 
I I 

I t-ELABL 

I I 

I t-FOUR-I-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTIl 
I I I 

I I +-RFFTF--RFFTFl--CFFTF 
I I I 

I I +-FAMPOUT 
I I 

I t-DRAYINIT 
I I 

I t-ADDSCAL 
I I 

I +-PLINE 
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1 I I 

I I I-DELESC-+-FOUR-+-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTII 
I I I I I 
I I I I t-RFFTF--RFFTFl--CFFTF 
I I I I I 
I I I I GFAMPOUT 
I I I I 

I I I +-ZTABOUT 
I I I 

I I +-BIQRES 
I I I 
I I +-PRNTOUT 
I I 
I +-SAVE 
I I 

I +-PRNTOUT 
I 
t-HISTORY-t-GLABL 
I I 
I +-GETDAT 
I 
+-FFTSET--FOUR-+-RFFTI--CFFTI--CFFTIl 
I I 
I t-RFFTF--RFFTFI--CFFTF 
I I 
I +-FAMPOUT 
I 
t-BEAMSC 
I 
t-LOYLVL-t-MOMENTS 
I I 
I I-LINBKT-+-ALFMB 
I I 

I t-BETMB 
I 
+-MRINIT 
I 
I-MRPLT--PLINE 

This is a detachad tree starting at the subprogram 'CFFTF' 

CFFTF--CFFTFl-+-PASSF4 
I 
t-PASSFZ 
I 
t-PASSF3 

+-PASSF6 
I 
+-PASSF 

Other routines (usually passed as arguments): 

DRAWPH--DRAWINIT 
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BETPRMB 
ALFPRMB 
PREFIX 
BVOLT 
ENGFMT 
DRFV 
DBVOLT 

4.1.2 Main Tracking Loop 

The fundamental mapping or tracking algorithm is contained in the subroutine CYCPROG 
which is called when a T command is encountered in the data stream. The subroutine reads 
data for the number of turns to track etc. and then tracks successive turns applying t,he difference 
equations to each particle on each turn. At the end of each turn the tracking duration is checked, 
various properties of the distribution are calculated, system parameters are updated, and tests 
are applied to see if any selected parameter has reached a desired endpoint. The loop structure is 
schematized in Fig. 4.12. The boxed numbers in the figure are Fortran statement numbers relating 
the depicted structure to the Fortran listing. These markers should help the intensely curious or 
thoroughly sceptical find his way through t,he core code. An IF loop is depicted in the diagram by 
its head statement number in a box to the outside of a vertical line representing the scope of the 
loop; a DO loop is represented with its terminating number in a box at t,he end of the vertical line 
representing its scope. The names of loop counters are given within ovals. Steps of the calculation 
in italics are executed optionally according to logical switches and integer conditions set by the 
input data. 

4.1.3 Important Variables 

The various named common blocks are listed below. Each entry includes a statement, of purpose 
and a list, of all the included variables. If the variables come primarily from one subroutine, that 
subroutirle is named on the last line of the entry; likewise, if a significant, number of the variables 
come direct,ly from the input data, the controlling NAMELIST is identified also. 

C Block parameterizing isolated or barrier bucket generation. 
PARAMETER (ISRC3 = 10) 
COMHOB /BKTSUP/ ~a~(IsRc3),TBu(IsRc3) 

Principal Source: RFPROC Controlling NAAELIST: /RF/ 

C TEE MAIN STORAGE BLOCK. CONTAINS BPHASE PHASE SPACE COORDINATES AND 
C TEE POINTERS TO SEPARATE PARTITIOIiS OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

PARAMETER (NPHASE = 50000, NKLIR=50) 
COMMON /BLANK/ PAAsE(O:NPRASB,~) 
COMMON /IBLANK/ K~U~T,KLASSES,KLIMIT(~:NKLIW 
COMMON /LBLANK/ PARTION 
LOGICAL PARTION 

Principal Source: POPUL8 Controlling NAMELIST: /POPL8/ 

C BUCKET PARAMETERS TURN-BY-TURN 
COMMON /BUCKET/ PBISL,PHIUSFP.GNUS.SBCKT,~BC~T 
COMMON /IBUCKET/ NFIRST,NLAST 

Principal Source: CYCPROG 
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C BUNCB PARAMETERS TURN-BY-TURN 
COMMON /BUNCH/ TABAR,EBAR.THRN~,ER~~,E~~IL~N,~B~N~H 

Principal Source: CYCPROG 

C CONTAINS MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, PROGRAM CONSTANTS, AND 
C CONVERSION FACTORS FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL UNITS 

COHMON /CONST/ HALFPIE,PIE,TWOPIE,FOURPIB,RADDEG,DEGRAD,BIG,SHALL, 
1 C,EMCSQ,EHCSQS,RP.QE,ZNAUGHT 

Principal Source: BLOCK DATA 

C MISCELANEOUS PARAMETERS AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS TURN-BY-TURN 
PARAMETER (KSRC = 10) 
COMPION /CURRENT/ EV(KSRC),PSIO(KSRC),~~I(K~R~).FQ.E~(K~R~), 

1 ES,PS,RS,BETAS,BETASq,ETB.EO.PO.BETAO,ACCEL, 
2 THREF,EREF,TAU,TIME,DEBFLD,PDOT,ALQAO,ALFAl,ALFA2, 
3 ELO,EHI,EAVG,TGCURR,GMSoINV,DEO,DEBAR,DELEREF,DELR, 
4 RFFREq,PHIS,DELES 

COMMON /ICURRENT/ M,MA,UTURNS,MHIST 
COMMON /LcURRRNT/ TRPSW,TRANSW 
LOGICAL TRPSW,TRANSW 

Principal Source: CYCPROG 

C PHASE SPACE COORDIATES OF BUCKET OR OTHER CONTOUR OF INTEREST 
PARAMETER (ICURVE = 5001) 
COMMON /CURVES/ CURVE(ICURVE,2),TURNPT(4,3),NC 

Principal Source: BUCKET k REFCONT 

C PARAMETERS GOVERNING DURATION C OPTIONAL FEATURES OF THE TRACKING CALCULATION 
PARAMETER (NTRP = 4) 
COMMON /CYCLP/ TBEGIN,TEND,TSTART,TSTOP,TTRACK.DES,ACCELO, 

1 ETATRP.PHISTRP 
COMMON /ICYCLP/ MSTEP,LGRTHM,ITRAP(NTRP).MGRACE(NTRP),NTRAP.NCAV 
COMMON /LCYCLP/ HISTRY,MOMNTS,BBDRY,EAPROX 
LOGICAL HISTRY,MOMNTS,BBDRY,EAPROX 

Principal Source: CYCPROG Controlling NAMELIST: /CYCLE/ 

c PARAMETERS DEFINING FEEDBACK LOOPS (CURRENTLY PHASE c VOLTAGE - NO RADIAL) 
PARAMETER (IFBPRS = 1001) 
COMMON /FEEDS/ DLIMIT.PLIMIT,FBFACT,VLI~IT. 

1 VFBFCTR,FBPRS(IFBPRS),PSIADD,DAMPL,W(IFBPRS~ 
COMMON /IFEEDS/ NTuAVG.NTURES,IFTB 
COMMON /LFEEDS/ PHQBoN,VFB~N,USEWT 
LOGICAL PBFBON.VFBON,USEUT 

Principal Source: LOWLVL Controlling NAtmIsT: /LLRF/ 

C PARAMETERS DEFINING AND RESULTS OF FOURIER TRANSFORM OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTION 
PARAMETER (IFFT = 1024. NFMAX = 50) 
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COMMON /QOURIR/ BINWIDT,FAMPL(NQMA~),FAZEO.SCFRAC,SCTHL~, 
+ WSAVE(3*IQQT+l5).F(IFQT),G(IQQT) 

COMMON /IQOURIR/ NBINQQT,MFQT.MAXQQTB,NQ(NQHAX),NNF,NCC 
COMMON /LQOURIR/ FFTON 
LOGICAL FFTON 

Principal Source: QOURQIT Controlling NAMELIST: /QQT/ 

C Parameters defining transition gamma time dependence and 
C transition phase switch timing. 

COMMON /GAMJMP/ GAMPAR(51,ETAJMP 
COHFION /IGAMJRP/ KINDG 
COMHON /LGMAJRP/ GMAJMP 
LOGICAL GAAJMP 

Principal Source: RINGPAR Controlling NAAELIST: /RING/ 

C PARAMETERS DEFINING DESIRED GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
PARAMETER (ISIZGM = 10000, ISIZPH = 2000) 
COMMON /GRAQIX/ THPMIN,THPMAX,DEPMIN,DEPMAX,DTHCURV,DECURV, 

1 THBHIN,THBMAX,EBMIN,EBMAX, 
2 BBCKTN,SBCKTN.SREQ, 
3 SCBMIN,SCBMAX,RBMIN.RBHAX,DELCON 
COMMON /IGRAQIX/ HPLOT,IOPT,IEREQ,NBINTH,NBINE,KNTLIM, 

1 IGMARY(ISIZGM),IPHARY(ISIZPH),IFBMIN,IFBMAX,IDEV,NPJMP, 
2 KLPLOT 

COMMON /LGRAQIX/ PLTSW(2O),TITLE.HTCHSI,MTCH95,DRUREQ,NODRAW, 
1 POSTP 
LOGICAL PLTSW,TITLE,MTCHSI.ATCH95,DRWREF,NODRAW.POSTP 

Principal Source: GRAFSET Controlling NAuELrsT: /GRAPH/ 

C DESCRIPTIVE HEADING FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
PARAMETER (MAXTTL=50) 
COMMON /HEADING/ TITL 
COMMON /IHEADING/ TITLEN 
CHARACTER TITL+SO 
INTEGER TITLEN 

Principal Source: GRAQSET 

C Include specifying mountain range parameters. 
C For saving data (plotting parameters are local to MRPLT). 

COMHOB /MRANGE/ MRTHMINB,HRTHMAXB,TMBBGIN,T~~END 
REAL MRTHMINB.MRTHMAXB,THBEGIN,TMEND 
COMMON /IMRANGE/ MRMPLOT.MRNBIN 
INTEGER MRMPLOT,MRNBIN 

Principal Source: MRINIT Controlling NAtmIsT: IMRANGEI 

C TEE PARAMETERS DEFINING THE INITIAL PHASESPACE DISTRIBUTION(S) 
COMMOU /POPLATE/ THMIN,THMAX,REMIN,RK~AX, 

1 SBNCH,THOFF,EOQQ,THTRAN,ETRAN 
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COMMON /IPOPLATE/ KIND,IPOP,HTH,NE,NP~INT,IS~ED 
Principal Source: POPULS Controlling NAMELIST: /POPLB/ 

C PARAMETERS DEFINING THE RF SYSTEMS 
PARAMETER (NSRC = 10) 
COMMON /RQP/ 

1 VI(NSRC),VF(aSRC~,TVBEG~NSRC~,TVEND~NSRC~,VTABL~5,2l,NSRC~, 
2 FRI(NSRC),QRQ(NSRC),TFBEG(NSRC),TQEND(NSRC~,QTABL~5,2l,NSRC~, 
3 PSII(NSRC),PSIF(NSRC).TPBEG~NSRC),TPEND(NSRC~, 
4 PTABL(5,2l,NSRC),Cl(NSRC),C2(NSRC),DELTRQ~NSRC~, 
5 HDECR.SDECR,PHISLIR 

COMMON /IRQP/ NRF.E~NSRC~,BN(N~R~),BG~D,~MAX,I~~N~, 
1 KURVE(NSRC),NTV(NSRC),NTABV(NSRC). 
2 KURVF(NSRC),NTF(NSRC),NTABQ(NSRC), 
3 KURVP(NSRC),NTP(NSRC),NTABP(NSRC) 

COMMON /LRFP/ VKOU,QRKON,~EK~N,PH~LI~,EX~HR~,~~LDBH,H~LDBA,~NTI~, 
1 VMATCHI(NSRC),VMATCHF(NSRC) 

INTEGER H,HW,HGCD,HMAX 
LOGICAL VKON,QRKOA,PHKON.PHSLIP,VMATCHI,VMATCHQ 
LOGICAL EXCHRF,HOLDBH.HOLDBA.CNTINU(NSRC) 

Principal Source: RFPROG Controlling NAMELIST: /RFP/ 

C THE LATTICE PARAMETERS INCLUDING TIME DEPENDENCES 
COMMON /RINGP/ REo,GAMMAT,ALPHAO,ALPHAl,ALPHA3. 

1 TAUINQ,EKOI,EKOF.EKS,TI.TF.PI,PQ,EKIDOT,EKFDOT, 
2 PIDOT,PFDOT,TBLO,THHI,THRNG,FRAC,PIPRAD 

COMMON /IRINGP/ KURVEB 
COMMON /LRINGP/ JBRAMP,EBDRY 
LOGICAL JNRAMP,EBDRY 

Principal Source: RINGPAR Controlling NAUELIST: /RING/ 

C AREA TO BE USED WITHIN A SINGLE SUBROUTINE ON A GIVEN CALL (MOSTLY GRAPHICS) 
COMMON /SCRATCH/ SCRPAD(~~~~) 

C Contains "spare" variables which are written to history 
C along with everything else. These can be whatever the user 
C wishes; these commons are available to CYCPROG and SHAZAM. 
C Also contains labels for spares used in history plots. 

PARAMETER (NsPARE = 10, TITLL=i4. UNITL=7) 
COHMO~I /SPARES/ SPARE(NSPARE) 
COMMON IcsPARESI SPLABL(NSPARE),SPUNIT(NSPARE) 
CHARACTER*14 SPLABL 
CBARACTER*7 SPUNIT 

Principal Source: CYCPROG 

C PARAMETERS DEFINING THE SPACE CHARGE C WALL IMPEDANCE ENERGY/TURU 
PARAMETER (ITBOUT=40, IRLLEN=30) 
COMMON /SPCHG/ A,B,ENQ,ZTABL(ITBOUT,9),EVSC(lO24), 
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1 RESTBL(IRLLEN.4) 
COMMON /ISPCHG/ NZ,BR.MSC 
COMMON /LSPCHG/ SCON 
LOGICAL SCON 

Principal Source: FOURQIT Controlling NAMELIST: /SCiiG/ 

C A BLOCK TO CONTAIN CPU TIME SINCE START 
COMMON/TIMES/ CPUBEG,CPUNOW 
COMMON/ITIMES/ ITIME,IRCODl,IRCOD2 
DOUBLE PRECISION CPUBEG. CPUNOW 

C Record the version number for program documentation h debugging. 
C VERNUM is the version of ESME 
C PVER is the post-processor version number. 
C Version 7.10 (beta) 1 DEC 1989 

PARAMETER (VERNUM=7.10. PVER=l.OO) 

C Commons for voltage due to resonator. 
PARAMETER (MAXRB=lOOOO, HAXRES=30) 
COMMON /ZRES/ VRES(HAXRB),RV~(NAXRES),RV~D~T(MA~RES), 

+ DODTO(MAXRES) 
COMMON /IZRES/ NBRES 
COMMON /LZRES/ OREZON 
LOGICAL QREZON 

Principal Source: FOURQIT 

4.2 Code Management 

The current version of ESME is largely an outgrowth of effort,s to tailor the program to specific 
applications. The various efforts embarked upon to adapt the code for different purposes revealed 
that, t,he code had diverged sufficiently enough from its original intent that a systematic overhaul 
was called for. The aims of this overhaul were to enhance the capabilidies of t,he program somewhat, 
to clarify both t,he overall structure of t,he code and its command structure, and to make thr process 
of adaptirlg the code for specific problems slightly more appealing (less painful). The t,ools presented 
here were developed specifically to aid in the process of coding. Thr following two sections detail 
these t,ools and t,heir use. It, is not necessary to read the first section to make use of these tools, so 
the impatient reader may skip immediately to Section 4.2.2 

4.2.1 Tools-An Overview 

The development, process was aided by VAX DEC/Module Managemer~t System (MMS) in con- 
junction with VAX DEC/Code Management System (CMS)‘, and Fermilab’s CDF EXPA&D[13] 
utility. Ch’IS was used to maintain a source-code library for ESME. MMS was used to construct 
the executable version of the code. 

MhlS is patterned after the UNIX’ make utilit,y. At, the heart of MMS is a description file, 
which MMS processes to determine what actions are necessary to produce an up-to-date executable 

‘VAX, DEC/MMS, and DEC/CMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
‘UNIX is a registered trademark of American Telephane and Telegraph Company. 
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version of the “t,arget”, which in the case of E.SME is an executable version of the program. The 
description file consi& of dependency “rules” and action lines. Each dependency rule consists of 
a target and its sources (e.g., A.EXE and A.0B.T). MMS compares the dates of the targets and 
sources to determine if the target is older t,han any of the sources. If so, t,he target needs to be 
“updated”, and in that case the action specified on the action line is executed. A simple example 
of a description file for ESME might be: 

ESME.EXE : ESME.OBJ 
LINK ESME 

ESME.0B.l : ESME.FOR 
FORTRAN ESME 

in which all the source code for ESME is found in ESME.FOR. Of course, the description given here 
is incomplete. However, the underlying principle itself is very simple- that of updating only those 
system components which it is necessary to update to build a new target. Using this system, the 
process of code development is simplified, since MMS can “pick up” any changes to the common 
CMS library. In addition, individual users can incorporate their own changes into the code very 
easily. 

As mentioned earlier, the Fermilab utility EXPAND was used with MMS to build t,he program. 
Had ESME been intended only for use on VAX systems, EXPAND could have been dispensed 
with. This utility allows the user to build the program for various machine architect,ures” from 
the same cource code, in addition to offering various pre-processor options. Of course, in cases 
where the compiler for the machine architecture does not reside in the evironment (i.e., VAX) in 
which the code is prepared, MMS cannot direct the VAX t,o compile and link the code. However, 
presumably, once the source code has been prepared for the destination machine, it can be exported 
for compilation and linking there. 

4.2.2 Using the Tools 

The relevant command procedures and MMS files are found in USR$DISK~: [ESHE-FILES.MAKEI. 
Generally, the user should first SET the appropriat,e CMS library and FE,TCH any routines to be 
modified. The addition of any routines which are not part of ESME will require the user to modify 
some of the files in USRSDISX4: [EWE-FILES.MAKEl. Such operations will not, be discussed here, 
though an examination of the relevant MMS (INCMMS, ESMEMMS, ESMESRC.MMS) files 
should provide some illumination as to hoe to proceed in such a case. 

Once the appropriat,e files have been modified, the VMS user may incorporate them into an 
exwutable version of ESME using the prepared command procedure M.4KESME.COM. This pro- 
cedure then prepares either an execut,able or source-code version of the program using t,he routines 
supplied by the user while supplying the remainder of the routines from ESME libraries. If the 
procedure USESME.COM has been invoked, it should be sufficient to simply enter t,he command 
MAXESME. The command procrdure will then 

1. Ask t,he user if he wishes to make ESME, ESMEPLOT, or both. 

2. Ask whether the out,put is to be executable or source code. 

3. Ask for a location in which to place the output; if one is not already available, 
then it will be created. 

‘At present, EXPAND accepts the arguments VAX, CYBER, IBM, ACP.NODE, FTN77, and FPS for tht /EN- 
VIRONhlENT qualifier. 
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4. Query the user for source files (presumably modified). 

5. Query the user for preprocessor and/or compile options. 

6. Submit the job to a batch queue. 

The resultant executable (assuming no compile time errors) or source code file will be constructed 
in the specified dir&ory. Kot.e that the prepared procedures for running ESME will not, use this 
version by default. If you’ve gotten this far, though, you probably know what to do. 
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I (-2 Loop over time in increments of ACCEL turns. 

1 

Loop over steps between cavities. 
EXCHRF: exchange rf system indices to keep #l dominant. 
Determine voltage, frequency and phase of each rl system 
Find dS/dt; establish synchronism condition. 

Loop over rf systems, 
Calculate AE, 

C K 1 LOOP over particles. 
I Mutiply e coordinate by common factor 

, , in diffl eqn. do 

Loop over steps between space charge kicks 

K 

z 

Loop over particles; iterate diff. 
eqn. for r3 slip. 

100 
SCON: calculate AE from space charge. 
QREi’ON: calculate AE from high-Q resonator. 

Loop over particles. 

c I 1 Loop over rf systems, 

pki-l calculate AE at cavity. 

IThl Subtract AE,. 

cl 
Calculate Es, 5, E, etc. 

GMAJMP: adjusi @. 
Calculate go. 
EBNDRY, EBNDRY: check for lost particles; RETURN on KOUNT=O. 
Graphic and printed ouput every MPLOT turns. 
HISTRY: write to history tape. 
/TRAP: RETURN on condition or call SHAZAM. 
RETURN on TIME 2 TEND. 

GOT010 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the main tracking loop in ESME 
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Appendix A 

Post-Processing 

For those users who wish to process ESME data independently of the program, a post-processor 
option is provided1 When this option is in effect, any plotting routine calls are substituted for by 
writes of ESME’s common blocks (containing essentially all of the information about the current 
state of the simulat,ion) to FORTRAN unit 18 using subroutine SAVE. Later, this file may be read 
using subroutine GET. The code for a graphics post-processor is appended here as an example. 
The plotting routines employed here are the same ones imbedded in ESME. This command “shell” 
is modelled after that of the main program. As in ESME, one-letter commands init,iate various 
routine calls and namelist reads. Since the plot,ting routines are those of EWE, for which the 
graphical output options set in the 0 Command were specifically intended, the user can construct 
plots using t,hose options set during the running of the program as r&rieved from COMMON. 
Those employing other graphics routines may wish to implement another sort of interface entirely 
(e.g. menu-driven), with an entirely different set of output options. 

PROGRAM ESMEPLOT 
C This program "post-processes" ESME output data. It may read 
C and plot history data or process the output file generated by 
C EWE during B run. 
C 
C Possible enhancements include: 
C 1) Input to GET command specifying 
C record to be read -- at present GET command only invokes GET 
C to read next record. 
C 2) Command invoking CONTOUR interactively. (C is available) 
C 3) “Menu” input option; input via mms rather than NAMELISTs. 
C Should be mom robust and easier for the first-time mm. 
C 1 is easy; 2 and 3 are a little tougher. 
C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
INCLUDE 'ESME$INC:E65-CRAFIX.IBC' 
INCLUDE 'ESMEfINC:E65-CUFlVES.INC' 
INCLUDE 'ESME$INC:E65-VERSION.INC' 

DATA BODRAW,POSTP /.TRUE.,.FALSE./ 
DATA IDEV /l/ 

'POSTP=T. 0 Command, Section 2.2.4. 
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DIMENSION ISVARY(ISIZPIi) 
CHARACTER+1 CMND 
CHARACTER*74 WORDS 
LOGICAL EXFG, DONE 
CEARACTER+lZB GRAFIL,EFIL,MRFIL,OHFIL,OGRAFIL,OMRFIL 
DATA GRAFIL,HFIL,MRFIL /3*' '/ 

C 
C READ SINGLE LETTER COMMANDS. 
C 

PRINT 19,PVER 
19 FORMAT(/IlX,'ESME RF PLOTTING PROGRAM : VERSION NUMBER IS ',F5.2) 

ISTAT=LIB$INIT-TIMER0 
C IF(MOD(ISTAT,2).NE.O) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(ISTAT)) 

IF(.NOT.ISTAT) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(ISTAT)) 
C 
C Return point after execution of a command. 

10 CONTINUE 
PRINT +,'ENTER COMMAND: ' 
READ(5.2000) CMND,WORDS 

2000 FORMAT(A1.4X.874) 
ISTAT=LIB$STAT_TIMER(2,ITIHE) 
IF(.NOT.ISTAT) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(ISTAT)) 
CPTIHE=l.E-Z+ITIME 
PRINT 2010. CPTIME 

2010 FORMAT('0',53('+'),2X,F9.2,‘ SEC.'.2X,54('+')) 
PRINT 2020, CMND,WORDS 

2020 FORMAT(' CMND IS ',Al,' '.A74) 
GO TO (100,200,300,400,500,600,700.800.900) 

+ INDEX('ODGEZXlJNQ'.CHND) 
PRINT*, 'THE IHPLEMENTED COMMANDS ARE' 
PRINT*, ' 0: SET OUTPUT OPTIONS' 
PRINT*, ' D: DISPLAY PHASE SPACE WITH CURRENT PLOT PARAMETERS' 
PRINT*, ' G: GET A RECORD FROM TAPE 7' 
PRINT+. ' 8: RETRIEVE AND PLOT HISTORY DATA FROM TAPE 9' 
PRINT*, ' Z: REWIND TAPE 7' 
PRINT*, ' X: PLOT REMAINDER OF TAPE 7' 
PRINT*, ' U: CHOOSE GRAPHICS AND/OR HISTORY FILES' 
PRINT*, ' 8: COMPOSE AND DISPLAY MOUNTAIN RANGE PLOT' 
PRINT+, ' 9: STOP' 

C Try again if the command wasn’t recognized. 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 0: OPTIONS FOR OUTPUT GRAPHICS 
C 

100 CALL GRAFSET 
GO TO 10 

C 
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C D: DISPLAY GRAPHICALLY PEASE POINTS AND (OPTIONALLY) BUCKET 
C 

200 CONTINUE 
IF(IOPT.GE.O)THEN 

IFCMTCHSI .OR. HTCH95)THEN 
C Draw matched contour. 

CALL REFCONT 
ELSE 

C Draw bucket. 
THETAS=O.O 
CALL BUCKIT(IOPT.THETAS.DELCON) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
DO 210 I=l,NC 

CURVE(I,l)=CIJRVE(I,l)+DTHCURV 
CURVE(I,2)=CURVE(I,2)+DECURV 

210 CONTINUE 
C Plot distribution. 

CALL PHPLT 
GO TO 10 

C 
C G: GET COORDINATES AND HACAINE PARAMETERS 
L 

300 PRINT *, 'READING COORDINATES AND MACHINE PARAMETERS' 
C Save logical telling us whether we have initialized 
C DI-3000 or not and msst it after restoring COMMONS. 
C Also save phase space plot template. 

SAVND=NODRAW 
C DO 310 I=l,ISIZPH 
C ISVARY(I)=IPHARY(I) 
C 310 CONTINUE 

CALL GET(.TRUE.,ITURN,DONE) 
NODRAW=SAVND 

C DO 320 I=l,ISIZPH 
C IPHARY(I)=ISVARY(I) 
C 320 CONTINUE 

POSTP=.FALSE. 
PRINT *, 'DATA FOR TURN ',ITURN.' READ' 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 8: HISTORY OF IMPORTANT PARAMETERS COLLECTED ON TAPE9 EACH STEP 

400 CALL HISTtlRY(.TRUE.) 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 
c z: REWIND GRAPHICAL OUTPUT TAPE TO BEGINNING (PRESENTLY 
C ONLY WAY TO GET AT A RECORD BEFORE TEE CURRENT ONE) 
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C 
500 REWIND(7) 

C Save logical telling us whether YB have initialized 
C DI-3000 or not and reset it after restoring COMMONS. 

SAVND=NODRAW 
C DO 510 I=l,ISIZPE 
C ISVARY(I)=IPAARY(I) 
C 510 CONTINUE 

CALL GET(.TRUE.,ITURN,DONE) 
NODRAW=SAVND 

C DO 520 I=l,ISIZPH 
C IPHARY(I)=ISVARY(I) 
C 520 CONTINUE 

POSTP=.FALSE. 
PRINT *, 'DATA FOR TURN '.ITURN.' READ' 
GO TO 10 

C 
C X: JUST PLOT EVERYTHING FROM HERE ON OUT 
C 

600 CONTINUE 
C Save logical telling us whether we have initialized 
C DI-3000 or not and reset it after restoring COMMONS. 

SAVND=NODRAW 
CALL GET(.TRUE.,ITURN,DONE) 
NODRAW=SAVND 
IF(DONE)THEN 

PRINT *,'ALL PLOTS COMPLETED' 
GO TO 10 

ENDIF 
PRINT *, 'DATA FOR TURN ',ITURN,' READ' 
IF(IOPT.GE.O)THEN 

IF(MTCHS1 .OR. HTCH95)THEN 
C Draw matched contour. 

CALL REFCONT 
ELSE 

C Draw bucket. 
THETAS=O.O 
CALL BUCKIT(IOPT,THETAS,DELCON) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
DO 610 I=l,NC 

CURVE(I.l)=CURVE(I,l)+DTHCURV 
CURVE(I,2)=CURVE(I,2)+DECURV 

610 CONTINUE 
CALL PHPLT 
GO TO 600 

C 
C Use specified graphics and history files. 
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C 
700 CONTINUE 

OGRAFIL=GRAFIL 
OHFIL=HFIL 
OHRFIL=MRFIL 
NAMELIST /USEFIL/ GRAFIL, HFIL, MRFIL 
READ(5,USEFIL) 
IFCGRAFIL .NE. OGRAFILITHEN 

C First close old file if this is a neo one 
IF(OGRAFIL.NE.' ')CLOSE(UNIT=I) 

C See if the requested file exists. 
INQUIRE(FILE=GRAFIL,EXIST=EXFG) 

C Exit if it doesn't 
IF(.NOT.EXFG)TBEN 

PRINT +,'FILE NAMED ',GRAFIL,' CANNOT BE FOUND ' 
GOT0 710 

ENDIF 
C Print reassurance if it doss 

PRINT +,'GRAPHICAL DATA FROM FILE',GRAFIL 
C Open the requested file. Note that as haven't read 
C anything yet. 

OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE=GRAFIL,ACCESS='SEqUENTIAL', 
1 STATUS='OLD') 
ENDIF 

710 CONTINUE 
IF(HFIL .NE. OHFILITHEN 

C First close any old history file. 
IF(OHFIL.NE.' ')CLOSE(UNIT=9) 

C See if the requested file exists. 
INQUIRE(FILE=HFIL,EXIST=EXFG) 

C Exit if it doesn't 
IF(.NOT.EXFG)THEN 

PRINT +.'FILE NAMED ',HFIL,' CANNOT BE FOUND ' 
GO TO 720 

ENDIF 
C Print nsassnnancs if it doss 

PRINT +,'HISTORY DATA FROM FILE',HFIL 
C Open the requested file. 

OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE=EFIL,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL', 
1 STATUS='OLD') 
ENDIF 

720 CONTINUE 
IFCMRFIL .NE. 0MRFIL)THEN 

C First close old file if this is a new one 
IF(OMRFIL.NE.' ')CLOSE(UNIT=20) 

C See if the rsqussted file exists. 
INuUIRE(FILE=HRFIL,EXIST=EXFG) 

C Exit if it doesn't 
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IF(.NOT.EXFG)THEN 
PRINT +,'FILE NAKED '.NRFIL,' CANNOT BE FOUND ' 
GOT0 730 

ENDIF 
C Print reassurance if it does 

PRINT +,'GRAPHICAL DATA FROM FILE',MRFIL 
C Open the requested file. Note that we haven't read 
C anything yet. 

OPEN(UNIT=2O,FILE=MRFIL,ACCESS='SEqUENTIAL', 
1 STATUS='OLD') 
ENDIF 

730 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 

C 
C M: DISPLAY MOUNTAIN RANGE(s) 
C 

800 CONTINUE 
CALL NRPLT 
GO TO 10 

C 
C Q: QUIT PROGRAM ENTIRELY; NOTHING FURTBER TO DO 
C 

900 CONTINUE 
PRINT +, 'QUIT COMMAND' 

C 
C Terminate DI-3000 and GRAFMAKER; if necessary. 
C 

IF(.NOT.NODRAW)CALL JCHTRM(.TRUE.) 
STOP 

C 
END 
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Appendix B 

Running ESME on other computers 

ESME has also been installed on an FPS-164 with ADCALC as front-end, and on an Amdahl 
5890 with FR‘AL as front-end. The command procedures used to run ESME on these computers 
function essentially as RESME,VAX, described in Se&on 3.1. However, the graphics processing for 
the output from these computers is performed on ADCALC. To run ESME on t,he FPS 

1. Log on to node ADCALC. 

2. Invoke USR$DISK~: [ESME-FILES] USESME. CON 

3. Type “RESMEFPS” 

and then respond to the queries. RESMEFPS f unctions very similarly to RESMEVAX, and requires 
no extra work on the part of the user. As of this writing, node ALMOND is not connected to the 
Amdahl at Fermilab, so running ESME on t,he Amdahl requires a lit& more init&& on the part 
of the user. Job submission to the Amdahl requires t.hat, the user invoke a prepared command 
procedure \r-bile logged on to FNAL. The user ran obtain t,his procedure by invoking USESME 
on node ALMOND, and then copying ESME$COM:RESMEAMD.COM to the user’s account on 
FNAL. One t,hese preliminaries have been accomplished, EShlE may be run on thr Amdahl, and 
its ouput processed on thr VAX, t.hrongh the following 

1. Log on to node FN.4L. 

2. Invoke RESMEAMD.COM; respond to the queries t,o submit a job 

3. Log on to ADCALC. 

4. Invoke USR$DISK~:[ESME~FILES]USESME.COA. 

5. Type “POSTE,SME” 

Postesme will create a subdirectory on ADCALC t m o which all of the output files from the Amdahl 
will be copied (via FNAL). It also causes a batch job to be submitt,ed to copy t,hese files and prowss 
the ouput using ESMEPLOT. (See Se&on A for a drscription.) 
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